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The push towards information technology (IT), though
commendable, will not resolve basic social woes, says
ANIL NETIO. The seeds of a truly just and progressive nation, one of the key components of Mahathir's
Vision 2020 blueprint, Ue in continued investment in
the nation's education system.

It is expected to become a marketing and multimedia hub using
Malaysia's cultural links to service
customers in the region.

rime
Minister
Dr
Mahathir Mohamad recently unveiled plans to
set up a futuristic multimedia "corridor" near Kuala Lumpur. He
hopes this high-tech venture will
propel Malaysia into the lnfonnation Age and transform the country
into a developed nation. Certainly,
this project wilJ tum Malaysia into
a hive of IT activity. Bot will it lead
to a just. progressive and mature democracy as envisaged in Vision
2020?

be abe cenue of
L NeighbourBut so far, the vision is vague, the ing C'ybel)aya \\ J be an education,
details sketchy. The MSC involves · IT research-and-development, and
the creation of a 50 km by 15 km recreaiion centre A Multimedia Unibe set up here.
high-tech corridor south of the capi- versll) \\ill
tal. A high capacity "open multimedia network," which would have glo- The final phase of the MSC will see
bal links by 1998, will support IT the whole of Malaysia turned into a
companies operating in the zone. It super comdor that is connected to
I will cost RM2 billion just to instal other sman regions around the " or!d.
What is the Multimedia Super Cor- the wiring for high-speed multime- It 's an ambitious project by al l
acounts- but who beoefito; in the end?
ridor (MSC) all about? It would be dia transmission along the MSC.
"a multicultural web of mutually
TKI.IDLOQY TIWI FER?
dependent international and Malay- The MSC will link Kuala Lumpur'
sian companies" working together Petronas Twin Towers. the \\orld's Mahatbir himself heads an m emato deliver new products and :.ervicc~ tallest buildings, to the region's larg- uooa1 advisory panel on the MSC
to customers around the world, said 1 est airport nearing completion in the comprising about 30 of Ute leading
south. Along the wa), the comdo r brains in the IT industr)
Mahathir.
will pass through t\\O ne\\ "intelli- elude corporate leaders L-~.....
The "web" will allow companies in gent" cities: Putrap) a and and strategists . Th
Microsoft, ffiM. He
high-cost countries to provide their Cyberjaya.
e
:'lletscape and Son'
plants in the region with production
co-ordination and technical support. Putrajaya. the nation's new admm- panel..
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~is disappointing is the com1

~~irlon of the panel. Since the MSC

is going to affect ordinary Malaysians, the panel should have also
included Malaysian citizens'
groups.
A host of incentive~ ha'i been promised to attract leading IT compamcs
to lheMSC: freedom of equity ownership, access to global funds, tax
holidays and exemptions, and easier
employment of foreign IT brains.
The gathering of so many big-name
IT leaders into the panel may look
Uke a coup in itself. But let's not be
filled with a false sense of pride
about big names such a'i Microsoft
setting up their regional headquarters in Malaysia. These companies
arc not coming here out of a sense
of charity. They obviously want to
ca'ih in on the tax breaks and other
incentives offered to MSC companies. So far, about 500 companies
have enquired.
But how much technology will actually be transferred when we don't
have the research base to support it?
Will it turn out to be like
MiLo;ubishi's relationship with Proton where Malaysian officials eventually expressed dissatisfaction over
slow technology transfer?
Do we seriously think that leading
IT companies will transfer their research bases out of the US and Japan into Malaysia? Why should
they? Even today, LOp electronic
companies largely carry out their
research at their headquarters in Japan and the United States despite
operating facilities in South-East
Asia. Will the MSC similarly end
up as just another free trade zone for
low-end multimedia products?
We must be wary of ushering in a
new wave of economic cyber colonialism- one where the tools of in-

- - - -- -- - - - - - - formation will be controlled by foreign companies in the MSC. These
companies will employ highly-paid
expatriates to run their operations
here. Instead of 'hanging our at the
Selangor cricket club and at
Bangsar's posh watering boles, these
'cyber colonialists' will have a
whole new city, Cybcljaya, to play
around in.

FREEDOM OF INFORIIAnON
To boost investors' confidence,
Mahathir realises Malaysia's copyright laws and the regulatory framework will ftrst have to be in place.
Parliament passes several new cyber
bills in its current sitting, which
started on 24 March.
The bills cover computer crimes,
digital signature. intellectual property protection. and telemedicine
development. Two other bills covering multimedia convergence
and electronic government - are
expected tu bt: pas:.t:d by the end
of the year.
These bills alone will not guarantee
a free flow of information so vital
for accurate business, social and
political decision-making in a democratic nation. They contrao;t starkly
with existing laws that hinder the
free flow of information.
Surely, while passing these cyber
laws, the government should also
repeal repressive laws such as the
Official Secrets Act (OSA) and the
Printing Presses and Publications
Act.
In their place. the government
should table a new Freedom of Information Bill, which would uphold
the basic freedom of expression.
Such a bill, more than any cyber Ia\\-.
would do more to drive Malaysia
into the Information Age.
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WHO BENEFITS?
..Malaysia is offering the '"orld a
special greenfield environment designed to enable companies to collaborate in new ways and reap the
rich rewards of the Information
Age,'' said Mabathir.
But what's in it for ordinary Malaysians? Will the MSC really benefit
the majority of Malaysians by providing improved communication in
both urban and rural areas? Social
analysts warn of the emergence of a
new gap - between the informationrich and the information-poor.
The immediate beneficiaries of the
MSC will be the 'luck')'. fe\\-, the
chosen ones: the building contractors, the road builders who will collect more tolls. the cable suppliers,
the architects, the consultants - and
let's not forget those who so happened to snap up propen) around the
MSC area before the project was announced.
Ordinary MaJay,jan, will have to
wait a long time for the ..trickledown" effect\. if any. of the MSC.
Meanwhile, the ma"ive project cost
is not going to e~e Malaysia· s huge
current account deficit.
The MSC alo;o em isages that
citi7en·s smart home' \\ill be "connected to a nerv.ork through which
the} can shop. recehe information,
be entertained. intemct with one another. and educate themselves."
Hold on a sec. Let's pause here to
reflect. Wbo<;e homes? All Malaysian home>? Or just affluent middleand upper-class homes? How many
. fuctory workers can afford a personal
computer for their homes much less
the Internet access charges·} How
"'ill the farmers and the fisher foiJ..:
I in Kedah and the long-bolbe com-

unities in Sarawak benefit from
e MSC? For them, it's a daily
ulc just to make ends meet.
And before we talk about "smart
homes". let's make sure we have
enough low-cost houses for the poor.

SIIART IDIOTS
Then, there is all this talk of 'smart
schools' linked to the rntemet. Have
we stopped to think about what is
plaguing our education system today? The Internet and computers in
themselves - though they may be
important teaching aids- will NOT
produce fully-educated, mature
Malaysians. Someone said recently
that 'smart schools' could well end
up producing 'smart idiots.'
In a sense, that's true. Teaching in
Malaysian schools - and now smart
schools - is based on the concept of
imparting knowledge. Granted, the
system has produced Malaysians
who may be knowledgeable.
But how many of them can really
think- creatively, constructively and
critically? How many care about the
major social issues of the day? Our
universities. which used to nurture
intellectual growth. are now, for
some, concrete tombs where the
pursuit of a paper qualification is the
be-all and end-all.
The word "education'' is derived
from the Latin educare, literally
translated as "to bring out" or "to
lead forth."
is as if all knowledge
and wisdom were contained in our
minds, and when we learn 'something new' we are actually only discovering something that existed in
our self all along,'' says renowned
psychotherapist and author M Scott
Peck.

··u

Therefore. he adds, "when we educate people, if we use the word seri-

ously, we do not stuff something
new into their minds; rather, we lead
this somclhing out of them: we bring
it forth from Lhc unconscious inro
their awareness. They were the possessors ofthe knowledge all along."
So. it's not the information fed into
the mind.~ of young Malaysians from
smart schools or from the Internet
or from anywhere that counts.
Rather, what really mauers is the
process of bringing out of one's
subconscious self a new awareness
of ·being' . And this process is facilitated by the vital human interaction between teacher and pupil.
Nothing can replace the human factor. The human mind, says Peck, "is
itself a miracle."
And what arc we doing to nurture
tbatmiracle?Tbe seeds of a truly just
and great society lie in real education - not the phony pseudo-education we see in many Malaysian
schools today. Real education nurtures the collective subconscious of
Lhe people- their noble values, their
ancient store of wisdom, their perception - and brings it out into the
conscious realm.
If real education is the key to a great
nation. investment in education
should be a national priority. But
what do we see today? Teachers'
morale bas nose-dived. Low salaries,
a controversial system of awarding
increments, and piles of useless paperwork have driven many teachers
out of the profession.

A drastic revamp of the whole teaching pedagogy is needed. An international advisory panel comprising
leading global experts in education
should be formed to oversee the revamp.

BIG BROTHER
No one seem1> to have questioned the
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most controversial feature of the
MSC: the launching of the world'!.
first
national
multipurpose
·smartcard'. Using a single opemting platform, the smartcard wi II have
the individual's TD and electronic
signature, and provide access to government, banking, credit, telephone,
transport and c lub services.
Why have the developed nations
not launched a similar smartcard?
After all, they have the technology.
Principally, it has to do with fears
that a smartcard would violate an
individual's right to privacy. lt
conjures up images of Big Brother
monitoring the movements of citizens using massive computer data
banks.
So, let's watch out for this one. Are
we against the smartcard? No, but
data protection legislation is essential to ensure that the system will not
be abused for political surveillance.
The MSC should ideally bring about
a well-functioning civil society- one
where almost everyone can have access to information to improve their
lives. But the danger is that it could
also lead to a concentration of power
by providing access to information
for a few.
We are not against IT. We recognise
that multimedia and the Internet will
have a powerful global influence.
But what we are concerned about is
the mistaken notion that IT, and the
MSC in particular, is a magic wand
that will resolve most of our social
woes.
Ultimately, the key to a just and progressive society and a mature democracy lies in revamping our education system and in harnessing the
intellectual strength of ordinary Malaysian - to bring out the best from
within us. 0

SOCIAL ILLS

VILLAINS •••
OR VICTIMS?
Fratricidal violence among Indian Malaysians is on the rise
crime rate seems to have dropped
about 50 per cent among the Indian community (954 incidents of
crime in 1993 to 405 in 1995: Sunday Star, 14 January, 1995)

Some analysts have attributed the violence within the
Indian Malaysian community to their emotional and
cultural disposition. But DR P RAMASAMY argues
that it is the relatively poor socio-economic position
of the community and its unfulfillecJ expectations that
is largely responsible for the increasing frustration
and for the tendency towards violence among Indian
Malaysians.

I

==========================

g

Although these figures mighL not
be alarming, the public perception gives a lot of importance and
urgency to violence in the Indian
community . Furthermore. the
small size of the community and
the general tendency to blow
things out of proportion has to

f one pays attention to feeb le efforts such as Indian lead- some extent magnified the probthe Indian community in ers wanting to meet gangsters, no lem. But. in the final analysis,
Malaysia, one featu re serious effort has been made to ex- one has 10 acknow ledge Lhat
prominently stands out: the phe- amine the situation. What is sad- crime in the Indian community
nomenon of fratricidal violence- der is there is little systematic un- is indeed a problem that needs to
gang fights. murders, rape, acid- derstanding of the phenomenon of be viewed seriously.
throwing incidents among Indian violence in the Indian community.
Malaysians themselves. Indians The community seems to have Basically, there are two popular
are attacking, assaulting and kill- been quite satisfied with superfi- views regarding sources of crime
in the Indian community. Onerecial analyses of the problem.
ing each other.
volves around the influence of
Indians, once described as passive Although there is much hue and Tamil films and the other is a kind
and docile. are being depicted now cry about the growing crime rate. of psychological explanation of
as crime-prone, violent, easily ex- data furnished by the police. ironi- violence from the perspective of
citable and aggressive. This has cally, do not paint a gloomy pic- culture.
prompted the pol ice and some ture. Recently, Dr M Nadarajah of
politicians to view the matter se- Stamford College argued that The dominant view. supported by
riously.
Buldt Arnan figures actually indi- some organizations like CAP
' cate a drop in the crime rate for (Consumers Association of PenBut to thjs day, apart from some the entire population. In fact, the aug), argues that the pre,·aJence of
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Tamil films originating from If these movies are the source, why
Tamil Nadu is the main cause of aren' t lndians from the middleviolence in the Indian community. and upper-classes influenced by
them. For example. the Chinese
lndians - particularly the young and Malays also watch movies that
who watch these movies, which have contents quite similar to
are filled with all lcind~ of nega- Tamil movies, but they don' t seem
tive scenes from gruesome fights to have been influenced.
to obscene gestures - have been
influenced by the movies. Tamil Tamil movies might have a negamovies such as Talapathi, tive influence, but certainly they
Pandian and Bash.a to name a few cannot be viewed as a fundamenare singled out to show their det- tal cause. A meaningful explanarimental effects on the young tion of Indian violence has to be
Tamil population.
sought from the sociological perspective that will consider the

sition of a low tolerance level they take drastic action against
the slightest provocation. Frequent suicides, fights, murders,
rapes and others are cited to
show the Indians ' cultural affmity to these acts.
The problem with this kind of approach is that it seems to be very
convenient way to explain the phenomenon of violence. The elements of culture that propel Indians to engage in acts of violence
are never spelled out in any detail.
Isolated examples are given.to sub-

The Indian commwzity is a politically weak and eco110mical/y deprived community.

Although it is certainly true that
Tamil movies on the whole have
a very negative impact on the
community , these movies by
themselves are not the source of
violencein the Indian community.
The argument that Tamil movies
are the prime cause of violence
seems to be a classic case of confusing cause and effect. Even if we
control the movies, violence might
still take place in the community.

larger social, political and economic situation in which the Indians fmd themselves.
Some groups also seem to think
that fratricidal violence in the Indian community is related to their
emotional and cultural disposition.
It is argued that Indians, the majority of whom are Tamils, are
very excitable people.
Because of their cultural dispo-
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stantiate the argument.
More importantly, political, economic and social factors are totally
discounted in this cultural/psychological explanation. Like the TaFI
movies explanation, the cultural argument does not seem to differentiate the Indian community in
terms of its socio-economic status
and to explain why violence seems
inextricably related to the urban Indian working class.

The two approaches outlined
above fail to tell us why violence
seems invariably related to the activities of the urban Indian working class. It is s1 mpl y assumed that
all Indians irrespective of their social and economic standing are affected by violence. Such an assumption is not true.

good jobs, raise their families'
standard of living, partake of the
education system, and above all.
live in dignity - free from exploitation.

Given Malaysia's rapid economic
growth in the Jac;ttwo decades. Indians moving to urban areas have
no difficulty in finding jobs that
Violence and crime are not prob- provide them with beuer income.
lems among Indians in the upper But, contrary to their earlier expecclasses. So. to have a fair under- tations, they do not necessarily end
standing of the phenomenon of up in a better social environment.
violence, we must look at the so- In urban areas, Indians obtain betcial forces influencing the vast ter incomes.
majority of Indians - those from
the working class. especially in However. better incomes do not
necessarily provide them with
urban areas.
other facilities. Problems or housThe Indian community is a politi- ing, community support, places of
cally weak and economically de- worship and access to schools conprived community. Even after tinue to plague urban Indians.
nearly 40 years of political independence, the community's share According to some social theories,
of the national equity is around people will not revolt when things
one per cent. Despite the presence are really bad but when conditions
of a few millionaires, the vast ma- are slightly improving. This is the
jority of Indians belong to the situation that many Indians face in
working class in urban and rural urban areas.
(plantations) areas.
Materially, they are better than
In fact, due to rapid economic de- the plantation workers. but their
velopment and urbanization. Indi- rising expectations due to this
ans have steadily migrated from material growth have not been
the plantations to urban areas. It sufficiently met in urban areas.
is a truism to state that the Indian While employment is not a probmonopoly of the labour sector in lem, Indians as full-fledged Mathe plantations has been broken by laysian citizens have encounthe inflow oflabourfromlndone- tered problems in getting what
Malaysians of other ethnic oric;ia and Bangladesh.
gins are reaping.
The migration of Indian plantation
workers from rural to urban areas For example, in the last two dehas been due to low wages, de- cades. many Malays, due to govplorable working and living con- ernment assistance, have had good
ditions. Jack of a proper education access to economic opportunities.
system, etc. By moving to urban Malaysaregivenassistancetostart
areas Indians expect to obtain businesses and to hold shares. Li-
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censes and contracts are only given
if the bumiputra equity is met.
Such steps have meant that the
bumiputra presence in the
economy is more or less guaranteed.
The Chinese too. despite some setbacks initially, have also benefited
from the government's economic
policies. In the post-NEP period,
by cleverly cultivating ties with
their burniputra colleagues, they
have made substantial gains. Even
if they have problems in obtaining
licences and contracts, their superior entrepreneurial !,:nowledge and
their capital asse~ have assured
their dominance m certain crucial
sectors of the Malaysian economy.
Furthermore. by cultivating
diaspora ties with their brethren in
Indonesia. Taiwan, Hongkong and
other places, a transnational global community has emerged as
pointed out by author James Jotk.in
( 1992).
The NEP also produced a few successful Indian entrepreneurs and
millionaires; but these persons
have hardly made any significant
impact on the Indian community
as a whole. While some have argued that the lndian community
has benefited, statistics and figures
show otherwise.
Arguably, the vast majority of Indians - members of the working
class - have not reaped any benefitc; from economic pohC1es. Urban working cl~s In~ ha\ e become somewhat radicalized as expectations remain unfulfilled.
Being consrantl~ reminded that
they belong to an ethnic group that

has little power or economic clout,
many Indians have become quite
frustrated and disappointed upon
discovering that rapid economic
growth has simply by-passed
them.
Among the working class Indians,
resentmen1 has been growing towards the authorities for denying
them such things as licences, contracts and permits -resentment because it is only through these that
they can make substantial material progress. Even getting a contract to operate garbage collection
is now said to be beyond the reach
of Indians. It at all they obtain contracts, they have come through
sub-contracts by which their profit
margin wouJd have shrunk considerably.
It is rather unthinkable that ordinary Indians with experience and
ability are unable to obtain rewarding contracts simply because
of the operation of the ethnic arithmetic, corruption, favours and others. Even if some facilities are
granted, the MIC operating at the
district levels seems to be involved
and the beneficiaries seem to be
those related to local MIC officials.
Avenues for progress for ordinary Indians can be said to be
literally blocked. Only a farsighted leadership at the national
level can really do something to
lift the Indians out of their
present stagnation.
So, without political support, it is
impossible for ordinary Indians to
resolve their economic and social
predicament. Consequently, frusLration and confusion has been

slowly building up in the Indian dian by the name of Kalimuthu or
community, especially among the Bentong KaJi captured the beadurban working class. Proletarian- lines in the mass media by comization and unfulfilled expecta- mitting murders in the Klang Valtions have radicalized Indians to ley. He even challenged the police
some extent.
to arrest him. Even though
Kalimuthu was eventually shot in
Furthermore, a group which can a police ambush, be did shake the
be termed as 'lumpenproletariat' police establishment a bit. To many
-unemployed, gangsters, merce- ordinary Indians. despite
naries, drug addicts and others - Kalimuthu 's 'lumpen' activities,
has been created within the In- he became a folk hero.
dian community. The radicalization, arising out of economic Now, why should a murderer and
and social circumstances, has a drug pusher become a hero to
created problems for Indians. many Indians? Kalimuthu was to
For the poor and backward Indi- a large extent, a role model for
ans, there seems to be no solu- many Indians who somehow felt
tion or an alternative.
he bad lbe guts lbat many Indians
lacked. Furthermore, to many LnThere are clear signs that the dians, he could do things that othsearch for identity seems to be the ers could not- for example, his
most important imperative - as challenging the authorities.
though finding this identity will
take them out of the present mess. A good and commilled leaderAlthough this is not a conscious ship with strong support from the
perception, events beyond their state to redress socio-economic
control have propelled Indians to problems can significantly reseek power that will inevitably link duce conflicts within the Indian
community. The Indian commulhem to an identity.
nity has leaders, but unfortuln a vacuum, Indians, deprived of nately, these leaders have so far
good leadership and vision, are not been able to provide the leadturning inwards to settle scores that ership and vision that the commight ultimately endow them the munity can identify with.
power that will provide them the
identity. It is this sense of power- The MIC seems lobe one party that
lessness that has propelled Indians has the potential to deliver the
to form gangs and to engage in community from the present difights , murders and other crimes. lemma; but Lhis potential has never
been fully exploited. Being known
The prevailing ethnic framework as the yes-man party, it has little
has provided them the parameters legitimacy to speak boldly and
in which the conflict takes on a forthrightly on the problems of the
fratricidal dimension. How long Indians. Surviving within the
this will continue remains to be Barisan as a result of political
favours rrom UMNO and the
seen.
Prime Minister in particular, the
About two years ago, a young In- party can be expected to do little
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for the benefit of the community
as a whole.
Over the years, the party's factional squabbles and financial
scandals have alienated many
Indians. The MIC given its track
record of internal bickenng and
chair-throwing incidents can
hardly be looked upon to resolve
violence in the Indian community.
There was some hope that IPF under its charismatic leader M G
Pandithan could deliver the community from the evils that arc presently affecting it. But Panditban · s
wild political swings and his sheer
opportunism has bestowed him
with little legitimacy to resolve the
problems of the community.
Lately, his servile behaviour in obtaining a senator's post from the
Barisan has not gone down weiJ
with the Indian community - with
the exception of his supporters
whom be has mobilized using the
primordial caste factor.
The newly-revived PPP being too
closely linked with the BN simply lacks the autonomy to do anything useful for the community. Jts
empty multiracial facade refuses
to take stock of the ethnic situation.
Furthermore, like the MIC and the
fPF, being too closely identified
with UMNO, the PPP cannot be
expected to take an objective line
insofar as the Indians are concerned. While the party boasts a
Large indian membership, it remains as ineffective as ever.

I .. ,__ ~-

and social organizations such a~
the Dravida Kalagam, the Tamil
Bell Club and the Tamil Writers
Association seem to have a minimal role to play in social reform.
Although these oganizations have
historically failed in their attempts
to help the poor. they. however.
have some a!>ility in talKing and
in debating about the Tamil language.
Beyond this, being conservative
and functioning legalistically. they
have done nothing so far to deal
with the fundamental problems
facing the community. For instance, organizations such as the
Dravida Kalagam, have simply
deviated from the vision and ideals propounded by its founder, E
V Rarnasamy Naicker (Thantai
Periyar).
Lastly, the Tamil newspapers, being overtly pro-governmenr, simply lack the honesty and integrity
to champion the cause of the Indian poor. Rival newspapers Hke
the Malaysia Nanban and the
Tamil Nesan spend most of their
time squabbling about leadership
issues in the MIC.
Whether Indian leaders are interested or not, the Barisan government. being an elected one, should
initiate some real social and economic programmes for the wellbeing and future of the Indian
community.
From a theoretical level, the government should officially recognize that the Indian community is
a disadvantaged coillGlllD.i.ty that
needs government assistance. This
will be an excellent starting point

community.
To translate this affirmation into an
action plan, the government should
initiate a national seminar on the
socio-economic problems facing
the Indian community. Such a
seminar if initiated by the government would be able to draw papers
that can analyse the problems and
provide concrete solutions.
Nearly 40 years have passed since
independence. Ethnic communities
like the Chinese and Malays have
enormously benefited from economic and social progress. Malaysia has built a good reputation as a
nation in international forums.
But one thing is amiss in
Malaysia's otherwise impressive
track record. The Indians. descendants of those who came from India to work 10 the plantations and
railways as labourers. have not
gained from this economic
progress. Like the others. they have
given their share io contributing
towards the nation's growth.
Now, the time has come for the
country to do something for its Indian citizens. The responsibility for
this should be the concern of all not just Indian organizations and
political parties.
To reiterate, the Indians' involvement in violence should be examined from a broad sociological perspective. Only such a perspective
can provide us with the clues necessary not only to understand this
phenomenon but also to come up
with solutionJ>. 0

Source :Vision 2020- Vol.l4 No.2
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DEVELOPMENT
nity is most evident.

MODERNITY IN
MALAYSIA l1

--------------------~~

Consumerism, Self-centredness
and Apathy in the 1990s
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Tbe keyword in this artide is ''modem". After
diKussing briefty the "modernisation process"

FRANCIS COR focuses on the culturaVuleological condition or "modernity" in today's Malaysia.

THE MODERNISATION
PROCESS
The modernisation process can
be broken down to it<; economic,
political and social dimensions.
This modernisation process began during colonial times. Although Independence was
achieved in 1957, this process
has proceeded. But moderni-sation has been very dramatic
since the 1970s- especially in the
economic sphere.
Rapid industrialisation began to
occur with the arrival of the multinational corporations (MNCs)
in the 1970s. They began to invest in the textile-garments and
electrical-electronic sectors in
the then newly-created Free
Trade Zones. The growth of the
manufacturing sector was spec-

tacular. More people were employed in the manufacturing sector which soon generated high
exporteamings. Anotherimportant export earner was the petroleum and liquefied natural gas
sector. All tbese contributed ·to
greater wealth and rapid economic growth. Malaysia is on the
threshold of becoming another
NIC (newly industrialised country); by 2020, Malaysia is anticipated to be fully industrialised
and developed.
The rapid economic growth,
greater wealth and access to education have led to the consolidation of the middle and upper
classes. Because oftheNEP, the
middle and upper classes are also
multi-ethnic. It is among these
classes that the culture of moderA/iran Monthly 1997: 17(2) Page II

THE CULTURE OF
MODERNITY
Modernity in Malaysia in the
mid-1990s has several aspects:
developmentalism and globalism
associated with the "market";
consumerism and the acquisitive
society;
increasing selfcentredness at the expense of concern for others and social issues.
Viewed from this perspective, the
cultural orientation of today's
Malaysian is not dissimilar from
that of the Westerner. Despite the
rhetoric of our leaders on Asian
values and lifestyles, most Malaysians nowadays are as consumerist, self-centred and socially apathetic as most Westerners.

DEYELOPMENTALISM,
GLOBALISM
AND THE MARKET
Ln its extreme, developmental ism
is associated with big projects
(the tallest, the longest, the fastest, the latest, the most computerintelligent, etc): the KL International Airport (KLlA), the Bakun
Dam, the Measat ll satellite, the
Penang Bridge, the Petronas
Twin-Towers, the administtative
centre in Putra Jaya, the hosting
of the Commonwealth Games,
the Multimedia Super Corridor
(MSC), etc.
More generally, developmentalism is a desire for rapid economic growth. There is special
attraction to industrialisation, to
sophisticated technology, and to

catching up with the more devel- mechanisms) and launched
oped West including Japan. And privatisation; in other words, the
since the mid-1980s. develop- government turned to the market
mentalism is also an attraction to to resolve Malaysia's developthe "market" as the panacea/ ment woes. Under the National
cure-all for social problems.
Development Plan ( 1991-2000)
which has replaced the NEP. the
Prior to the 1970s. the role of the engine of growth is now the primarket was more clearly circum- vate sector. Industrial isation.led
scribed. Many rural people were by the corporate sector. nowastill invo1ved in subsistence ag- days focuses on hi-tech and
riculture. The MNCs had not yet heavy industries. But the corpoanived; local investors were few, rate sector also attends to the new
relatively small, and essentially service sectors - information
involved in non-industrial activi- technology, telecommunications,
ties. The State/government pro- capital market- involving highly
vided basic services for the skilled personnel. These new
ra/..:yat (water, eleclricity, tele- turns are highlighted in Dr
communication, health services, Mahathir's "Vision 2020".
education, public transport and
PRIYAnSAnON
roads, sewerage treatment, rubbish col1ection. etc). Such ser- Privatisation really began with
vices enabled the raJ..yat to en- new projects like the Northjoy a higher standard of living South Highway and TV3. But
despite low 1ncomes, a major older. relatively successful
rea'ion why the ralcyat fought for government commerical venIndependence and elected time tures such as MAS and MISC
and again the Alliance govern- (Malaysian International Shipping Corporation) were also
ment.
pri vatised. Subsequently,
With the New Economic Policy statutory bodies providing ba(NEP), the government involved sic services - Telecoms, the
itself in the economy even more. National Electricity Board,
Although more MNCs began to Malayan Railway, the Penang
invest in Malaysia and Malay- Port Commission and sewerage
sian conglomerates emerged, it disposal services - were also
was government spending that privatised. (Soon the general
fuelled growth throughout the hospitals and the universities
wil1 be corporatised, a variation
1970s and early 1980s.
of the privatisation theme.)
However, when the economy More recently, the private secspinned into recession in the lor has been awarded several
mid-1980s, the government be- new mega-projects such as the
gan deregulating the economy construction of the KLlA. Putra
(removing various restrictions Jaya, the KL City Centre, the
imposed on MNCs, dismantling Bukit Jalil Commonwealth
many of the NEP agencies and Games Complex, the second

l
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link with Singapore, the MSC
and the Bakun Dam.
Initially, many Malaysians welcomed privatisation. Bumiputera businessmen stood to
benefit most, but Chinese Malaysian investors also anticipated that business opportunities (previously restricted because ofbumiputera quotas under the NEP) would now be increased. Ordinary Malaysians
also hoped that privatisation
would lead to greater efficiency. improved and perhaps
even cheaper services.
As it turned out, however,
privatisation has often replaced
public monopolies with private
monopolies. Services have improved in some but not all areas. We are all aware of the
lWK fiasco where many were
charged for services not yet rendered. At any rate. costs have
risen. And now, Tenaga,
Telecoms and PLUS are all
implementing still higher
charges. Hence. the major beneficiaries appear to be a small
group of bumiputera and nonbumiputera individuals and
companies who have taken over
or been awarded the privatiscd
projects. Those already owning listed companies in the KL
Stock Exchange often raise the
necessary funds to purchase
various government-owned assets (actual!} public assets) by
issuing new shares or loan
stocks. Moreover. the government appears to be going out of
its way to facilitate their interests: those awarded mega infra-

structure projects (the Bakun
Dam, the second link with Singapore, independent power
production) may float new
companies in the sharemarket
to raise the necessary funds
without having to prove that
they are stahle, succe.,.sful businesses- a requirement for other
companies seeking listing.

ll1e role government/the state
ought to play. Since it has reduced its economic involvement
including the provision of many
social services. maintaining law
and order is now tlle state's primary focus. Taxes are collected
for this purpose. To be fair, the
government sti II provides some
basic services such as education
and health. It also conducts some
Allowing companies to tap pub- specific poverty alleviation
lic funds so easily, and to amass projects such as providing low
massive profits in the process, cost housing and subsidies to
however, is considered ''just" poor rural households. But here
and "fair" by the authorities be- too a shift has occurred. Whereas
cause of the high risks these en- providing social services was
trepreneurs undertake. Indeed, once considered the duty of govan aspect of privatisation and this ernment, even its raison d'etre,
tum to the market is a subtle but nowadays it is viewed as a measignificant change in the defini- sure of a caring government
tion of justice. Whereas justice (whose new raison d'etre is rapid
once demanded that the needs of economic growtll and ushering in
the poor and marginalised be ful- an industrial nation by the year
filled, nowadays, it is common 2020).
to hear of "just" increases in ton
rates and service charges. The The growth of the market has
accompanying market logic to also effected globalism in severa1
this new sense of justice is that senses. There arc now an estiall users must pay for the ser- mated two million migrant workvices they use; nothing is free. ers in Malaysia. Another aspect
Inevitably, some sacrifices are of globalism is the arrival of satalso considered necessary to pro- ellite telcommunications and the
mote the interests of the nation widening spread of the internet.
as a whole: for example, there- Foreign companies are more
settlement of indigenous peoples deeply involved in the Malaysian
from their original homes and the economy than ever before includdestruction of the environment in ing in the Malaysian capital marorder to build a hydroelectric ket. Likewise, Malaysian comdam or an airport for the 21st panies including banks are also
century. The unfortunate floods, more active in foreign markets
landslides, etc, are increasingly than ever before. The Prime
explained in these terms, some- Minister or his deputy leads major missions to seek investment
Limes even as "acts of God".
and market opportunities abroad
Accordingly, a subtle shift has and to attract MNCs from more
occurred in the understanding of industrialised countries to invest
Aliran Monthly 1997: /7(2) Pugt' 13

inMalaysia. Malaysianentrepreneurs are continually told to produce for the world market. Only
in doing so. it is argued. will Malaysia be able to compete with the
rest in the global market.

CONSUIIERISII
AND THE
ACQUISITIVE SOCIETY
But globalism has also occurred
in another sense. Like the
industrialised countries. indeed,
the rest of the world, Malaysia
too has become a consumer society. Consumerism is especially
evident among the middle- and
upper-classes in urban areas.
This consumerism is influenced
by western tastes and life-styles
as communicated to us through
advertisements and through the
global media generally.
Evidence of this consumerism
include:
* About two million credit card
holders spent RM4.2 billion
in 1995-96.
The
number of shopping
*
maUs, fast food restaurants
and department stores is increasing rapidly.
Travel
and leisure - theme
*
parks, sports and recreational
clubs, golf clubs (71 clubs
with 41 others on the way as
of 1992), hotels - bas turned
into a major industry.
purchase
and
* The
posssession of electronic
gadgets (personal computers.
compo sets and stereo systems, mobile phones, video
and TV, and satellite and
cable TV) bas been rising
phenomenally fo r an NlC

I

with such a small population addiction, prostitution, crime
such as Malaysia's.
and gangsterism, bohsia and
* Car and house purchases - more widespread pre-marital
and the costs of these - are sex, and the relatively innocualso rising.
ous problem of Lepak (which,
The
rising
number
of
Malayhowever, bas generated so
*
sians attending public as much hype).
well as private tertiary-level
STATISM AND
institutions not necessarily
WITHDRAWAL
to acquire the values and
FROM POLITICS
knowledge for leading
meaningful lives, but often Authoritarianism bas been growsimply to gain the skills and ing since 1957. The Executive
paper qualification neces- clearly dominates the Legislature
sary for well-paying jobs and the Judiciary. The federal
and career advancement.
government has also accumulated more power from the state
That major Malaysian newspa- governments (including those of
pers were revamped in the early Sabah and Sarawak). Elected lo1990s is significant. In particu- cal governments have been done
lar, segmentation of the newspa- away with. And of course, many
pers occurred, allowing for effi- coercive laws have been introcient advertising. Following duced to circumscribe the fundathese changes, fierce competi- mental liberties enshrined in the
tion for the advertising ringgit Constitution.
followed. In this regard. our
newspapers, and the mass media Many Malaysian s have also
generally, have become virtual withdrawn from politics. Why ?
organs of the government on the
one hand. and advertising copy Conceivably Malaysians fear the
on the other. While critical of coercive laws, especially the Inthe North's domination of South ternal Security Act (ISA). Evicountries like Malaysia in the dence, however, also reveals
global system, they are signifi- growing acceptance that political
cantly uncritical of unjust prac- stability is necessary for ecotices, curbs to political liberties, nomic growth, and for rising inand the lack of accountability in comes - to maintain and fulfil
Malaysia.
consumerist life-styles.
Consumerism has also percolated down to the lower classes
resulting in rising debts, in unfu lf il1ed material aspirations
and in social frustration - especially among the urban
young. To some extent, it bas
led to social problems like drug

But a new nationalism sponsored
by the state bas also emerged.
These "born-again nationalists"
appear to accept the arguments
of leaders like Dr Mabathir (and
Lee Kuan Yew) that westernstyle democracy is not suitable
for "Asians" because our tradiAliran Monthly 1997: 17(2} Pagl' 14

tional values, anchored around
the family, socialise us to be more
community-oriented. to be less
confrontational and competitive,
and to be more re~pectful of authority. ln turn, our leaders are
also considered more responsible, even father-like. in performing their roles. For these
reasons, the new nationalists argue, we have )jttle reason to pursue western-style liberal democracy.
This line of thought poses a problem - for Malaysia used to practise a more open system of liberal democracy. And Malaysians
used to be more active in politics
in the past. Were earlier generations of Malaysians, including the
early nationalists who challenged
the colonial powers therefore.
less Asian? In fact, participatory
politics had to be curtailed by arresting and hara<.;sing critics and
opponents. The ongmallaws bad
to be amended and new restrictive laws had to be introduced.
It was only with this tum-around
that the people began to withdraw
from politics. Such arguments by
current leaders arc therefore essentially attempts to legitimise
the strong states they have created. In fact, with the arrival of
the market, our everyday culture
has become very global - in certain regards even indistinguishable from that of the We~t. Paradoxically, these same leaders
who have opened the gates ro the
global market are OO\\ insisting
our cultures are different - and
hence, our politic~ must be different.

SELF.CENTREDNESS
AND INDIVIDUAUSM

is self-centred hedonism. And
surely. our dignity should not
be something the market determines.

Malaysians are becoming more
individualistic too. This aspect
CONCLUSION
of modernity has led to
tidakapathy vis-a-vis social is- I have not discussed the problems
sues and community welfare. of absolute poverty in this article
The state, through its 'individu- for Malaysia is no longer a poor
ation' of us into independent country. To be sure, rapid desubjects (with our personal iden- velopment has resulted in rising
tity cards. our income tax and inequa1ities. Malaysians must be
EPF numbers) is partly respon- vigilant to reach out to those still
sible. The market (which treats in need, including those new
us as individual employees hav- marginalised groups in our midst.
ing particular skills or qualifica- such as immigrant workers, intions and promotes us only if, as digenous peoples, urban squatindividuals, we have performed ters, industrial workers and the
adequately) also enhances this disabled. With such impressive
self-centredness. But, above all, growth statistics, there is no reaconsumerism promotes our be- son why any person in Malaysia
coming individualistic. For we should still be mired in poverty.
consume as individuals, not as The marginalised will demand
their rights to human dignity and
groups or as communities.
we must support them. Be critiIn fact, it is often thought that cal of developmental ism and be
we are expressing our 'indi- wary of privatisation and the
viduality' when we drive a par- market. Certain basic services
ticular car, wear a particular like education and health should
designer-brand shirt or dress, never be privatised in toto.
have a particular hair-style. engage in certain leisure activi- 1 discussed briefly rising
ties, etc. Some believe that authoritarianism and the increasthey are expressing their iden- ing powers of the state. There is
tity, their choice and even their no question about where we
"freedom" in this way.
should stand in the struggle for
freedom and democracy. It is
This is false. For that car, that d~mgerous to concentrate power,
dress, that hairstyle comes even more dangerous to concenfrom the images we have been trate power in one person- howsold through an advertisement ever expedient this might be for
or via the projection of a film development. We must oppose
or pop star. At best. the free- this centralisation process and
dom expressed here is of a very institutionalise participatory deprivate nature (far removed mocracy. We must also help to
from the original sense of po- preserve and build institutions
litical liberties); at worse, this that will check the centralisation
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process.
I discussed the culture of modernity most of all - partly because
its workings are less obvious.
partly because we, as ordinary
Malaysians. can do something
significant in this sphere. 1 fear
that the emerging culture among
the urban middle-class (especialJy among the young and
middle-age; less so among the
old, whose values are more intact) is one of growing sclfccntredness and tidakapathy,
wherein:

*

we no longer share and are
concerned
about our
neighbours, but simply grab
for ourselves;

*

we no longer value the universa! wisdom that is contained in our Scriptures, or
that is passed to us orally
through the generations, but
instead define values in our
own terms, or in the terms
defined for us by some film
or pop icon, the political
leader, or the market;

*

we no longer have the patience for Mystery or find a
need for spirituality, only a
desire to fulfil material needs
instantaneously: or put another way

*

we no longer emphasise Being or Becoming, only Having.

Clearly there is much to do even
at the level of our everyday
lives.D

these "human trash". This is an invitation to commit murder. Inciting
people to indulge in senseless killing is criminal. How can they operate in full view of the law?
Tt must be remembered that Australia is predominantly a white men's
country. Only five per cent of its
population is Asian.

It is thus hard to understand what is

.....
...

~.;.... II
II -=~

Aliran welcomes Prime Minister
Datuk Seri Mabathir Mohamad' s
acceptance of the result of Lhe recent Pulai Chondong by-election
where the electorate chose PAS inStead of UMNO and the Barisan
Nasional (BN).
Indeed, as already intimated by Dr
Mahathir, the will of the majority
of the people must be respected in
a democratic system where voters
are expected to exercise their democratic right without fear or favour.
Thus, we hope that non-Barisan
constituencies wiU not be discriminated against when it comes to development projects, which are financed by taxpayers' money. They
should be made available to all Malaysians irrespective of their political affiliation.
Now that the dust ha-; settled, we
hope that concern for the welfare
of the people of Kelantan will pre-

meant by such slogans as "Stop the
Asian Invasions" and "Land Rights
for Whites".

vail over inter-party politicking.

Dr Mustafa K Anuar
ExcoMember
10 January 1997

It is a pity that a small minority in
Australia, with a perverted notion
of rreedom, is allowed to peddle
bigotry, hatred and intolerance.
Referring to non-Australians as
"human trash" is highly offensive
and provocative and calls for the
strongest condemnation.
Tt is amazing that a shop can be used
as an open front to incite hatred
against Asians by displaying inflammatory slogans and promoting
articles spewing venom against the
vast majority of human beings.
Surely these misguided, convoluted
and warped scum of Australia. ca11ing themselves the National Action,
can be and must be prosecuted
when they call on others to shoot
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What invasion and what land rights
is this perverted National Ac6on
talking about when it is the aborigines of Australia who should be
moaning about the European invasion that made them a minority in
their own land.
It is heartening to note that the majority of the Australians do not share
this warped thinking of the National
Action. Indeed some have condemned them.
Aliran calls upon the Australian authorities to take stem action against
these people and close down this
sinister shop immediately.
When you encourage people to murder, you forfeit your democratic
rights.

P. Ramakrishnan
President
21 January 1997

Aliran welcomes the announcement
by the Attorney General's Cham-

bers that it will not "prefer any
charge whatsoever'' against the participants of APCET II as the only
logical move that is fair and just and
reflecting the truth of the case.
Aliran has from the onset maintained that the organisers and participants of APCET n had not contravened any Malaysian law of the
day and their detention was, therefore. cruel and immoral.

these elements.

means to further improve its service

Because the AG did not go far
enough to drive home this message,
it can be easily and wrongly consnued that it is no more than a perfunctory exercise at placating the
sense of outrage expressed across
the country and internationally at
the unbecoming conduct of these
rowdies.

If these four are being charged for
Ali ran also welcomes the AG •s decision to "institute criminal prosecution" against four individuals,
even though seven warranted the
police arrest.
The public has not been told why
the AG's Chambers is not pressing
charges against the other three. It
is a matter of public concern and
the Malaysian public has a right to
know why charges are being
dropped against these three.
These seven were part of the
Barisan mob that constituted an illegal assembly that violently invaded and intruded into a peaceful,
private conference, damaging private property and assaulting some
participantc; in the process.
In prosecuting onJy four out of an
estimated several hundred unruly
demonstrators, theAG's Chambers
has not gone far enough to send out
a clear signal that the Malaysian society will not tolerate nor condone
any unruly behaviour and that nobody has uight to take the Jaw into
his/her hands. There can be no compromise where thuggery and hooliganism are concerned. The message to convey in no unequivocal
terms should have been that there
is no place in a civil society for

being involved in an unlawful assembly, Malaysians would want to
know whether the rest of the crowd
estimated to be several hundred are
lawful members of a legal assembly?
lf it is a problem of identifying the
rest, there are photographs and
video tapes to assist Lhe police.

lf more are not charged, it will be
blatantly unfair to the four who are
being charged.

P. Ramakrislman

President
31 January 1997

so that piped water will be clean.
Domestic water filters or purifier
will then be unnecessary. The right
of Malaysians to healthy living
should not be hampered by poor services.

A hike in water rates will also
worsen inflation, thus making the
lives of ordinary Malaysians, especially the poor and the disadvantaged, more difficult. As it is, certain coffeeshop owners are reportedly planning to increase the price
of drinks. This phenomenon certainly
goes
against
the
government's target of zero inflation.
We wonder whether the hike in water rates is the forerunner to the
privatization of PWA which has
been in the pipeline for some time
now. The increase in rates would
make the water "business" more attractive to prospective corporate
buyers. If this is the case, then the
interests of the many will be sacrificed to enrich the greedy few.

Dr Mustafa KAnuar
ExcoMember
4 February 1997
Aliran is disturbed by the Penang
Water Authority's plan to raise waterrates.
We feel that a bike is unjustified
considering the quality of service
rendered by the PWA so far.
Penangites, particularly those living
in places such as George Town,
Bayan Lepas and Sungai Ara, at
times have to put up with unclean,
reddish brown water from their taps.
The PWA should lind ways and
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Aliran is deeply concerned about
the continuing threat to the safety
of residents and office workers near
the site of the controversial.Prangin
Mall project in Georgetown, Penang.
Given the immensity of the shopping complex project and its wide

I

environmental and structural implications, we call upon the Penang
Island Municipal Council and the
Penang State Government to take
every precaution to ensure that human safety is not compromised for
commercial considerations.

In reassessing the safety of the
project, the opinions of the public,
including the affected residents,
should be considered by the authorities who are supposed to be
committed towards building a caring society.
Besides, consultation with various
sections of society is essential in a
society that is experiencing rapid
urbanization and development
where certain ex.cesses might have
been overlooked.
The authorities should reconsider
having yet another gigantic shopping complex in a high density area
that is already congested with shoppers, office workers and heavy traffic. A green lung in the heart of the
city may be a good alternative to
another concrete monumental erection.

Dr Mustafa K Anuar
ExcoMember
13 February 1997

Aliran opposes the proposal to increase the deposits required from
candidates wishing to contest elections for state assembly or parliamentary seats.
The present deposit of RM3,000 for

a state seat and RM5,000 for a parliamentary seat is high enough.
The proposal to increase these deposits 10 limes is ridiculous and
undemocratic.ltwiU prevent individuals from the lower income
group and candidates from opposition parties that are small and poor
from contesting elections.
Only the lich and those sponsored
by rich political parties wi11 be able
to stand for elections. Invariably,
such candidates will represent the
interest<; of the 'haves' to the detriment of the 'have nots.'
The Election Commission should
not waste its time smdying
whether the deposits are adequate. Leave them as they are.
There are far more serious issues
to look at - unless the Commission is blind to these issues.
If the Commission wants to deal
with those who make a mockery of
the electoral process, then it should
introduce measures to severely
penalise those who smnd for elections and then withdraw at the last
minute. These unscrupulous individuals should be barred forever
from contesting again.
But raising deposits is too drastic a
measure - and besides, it won't
solve the problem. lnsread, it will
lead to higher stakes and higher bids
for those who sell themselves to the
highesrbidder. It will also penalise
individuals who genuinely aspire to
represent the people.
instead of tinkering with deposits, the Commission should seriously study the extent of money
politics and vote-buying. Al-
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though such matters have occasionally been brought to court, the
root problems still persist. What
is the Commission's position on
handing out "grants" and '·development funds" on the eve of elections?
Then, there are the limits on campaign spending, which must be
observed. Shouldn't the Commission be vigilant about candidates
who exceed the legal spending
limits? Although direct spending
may be easier to detect. what
about spending by sponsors, companies and political parties on
behalf of candidates? Who pays
the advertising agencies and public relations consullants who work
on behalf of political parties?
Who pays for the helicopters to
transport politicians to remote interior areas, the full-page advertisements in newspapers, etc?
What is the Election Commission's
stand on lhe abuse of state radio and
television and other government
agencies during election campaigns?
Isn't the constituency delineation
weighted far too much in favour of
rural areas?
Surely, these and other issues, too
many to list, are worthier of study
than a proposal to increase deposits. Such a proposal, if implemented,
will severely restrict the right of individuals ro offer themselves as representatives of the people- and will
strike heavily at the heart of the
democratic process.

Anil Netto
ExcoMember
14 February 1997

Goh Chok Tong himself was atlhe
forefront of lhe attacks against
Tang during the campaigning preceding lhe general election. In fact,
Goh 's campaign in Cheng San, the
1 constituency where Tang stood,
was so belligerent and aggressive
that few Singaporeans could hardly
believe this to be the same gentleman who had promised them a
"prosperous, gracious and interesting" government. Well, Singapore
is indeed prosperous; as for inter'
esting, that's still highly debatable.
But definitely, there is very little
1
that is gracious about lhe governsenior minister Lee Kuan Yew in ment and its leaders if recent events
Ills legal battle against opposition- are any indication.
ist Tang Liang Hong fell into pubI lie scrutiny and, suddenly, before Thus, if Lee Kuan Yew put in a
Lee knew what hit him, all hell had sworn document opinions about
broken loose. For all it was worth. Johor which he was neither knowlthe deluge of attacks that rose edgeable about nor sure of, then
against him might as well have Goh Chok Tong has on his part
been a bolt of lightning which, in- made promises that he had no incidentaUy, is the logo for the PAP; tention of keeping. In fact, his camprescience on Lee's part you might paign aggressions at Cheng San
say.
would put the senior minister to
I shame. A Singaporean commented
As Aliran Monthly went to press, be was not sure whether this was
Kuan Yew has not on1y apologised "a new Goh or the real Goh" bethrough his press secretary, but has cause the Goh they were used to
also been pressured to expunge his seeing had appeared to be areasoninsulting words about Johor, I ably gracious person. Our answer
Malaysia's southern state, from the to the confused Singaporean is lhat
actual affidavit. Meanwhile, his there is no new Goh or real Gob;
successor Gob Chok Tong main- rather, there has been, all along,
tained a hands-off attitude; he wa"i Goh the politician.
either relishing the situation or re- ~
luctant to get himself sullied in a PoJiticians everywhere will say
scandal that was after all created anything just to win an election.
by someone whose shoes he is still George Bush began his administratrying to fill. But really, is Kuan lion with the promise of a gentler
Yew solely to blame for this ridicu- America and led America in the
lous state of affairs which would Gulf War. Actually, Gohhad begun
not have occurred had the Sin- to shift away from his "kinder, gengapore government not been so t1cr Singapore" stance after the first
determined to destroy Tang, at election which he led ac; PM. Tbje
whatever cost?
drop in popular votes
1

F!r.

I'

I-===========;:.,
Only a few weeks ago, lightning
struck an Indonesian politician
wbo was playing golf on Batam
Island -an island reson of dubious delights in the waters off Singapore and Indonesia. The politician, a deputy governor, was severely injured but he was lucky.
His golf partner, a trade official
from lhe same country, was struck
dead.

The incident seemed to bring new
meaning to the saying about lightnin g never striking twice, or
should we say trice? Yes, trice,
because on anolher island not far
from Batam, specifically Singapore, another son of lightning
struck another poHtician - about
the same time (okay-lah, give or
take a few days).
Singapore ministers, in their typical kiasu style of hounding lhe
opposition, discovered that there
is a limit to which they can inflict
~~ir unique brand of political bu 1An affidavil submitted by

Lg.

I

I

1
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going to the PAP stunned him and
he began to act tougher on the assumption that Singaporeans preferred lhe aulhoritarian style they
had been used to under Kuan Yew.
Thus, the last general election
could be seen as an elaboration of
this shift to stay popular and in
charge.

1

most distrusted profession". Surely
not only for Pakistan?
Meanwhile, DAP's Lim Guan Eng,
for want of nothing more original
to say is urging the Sultan of Johor
to show his displeasure over all
those unkind remarks by retracting
the Datuksbip which he conferred
on Lee Kuan Yew. Guan Eng is
very clever but not as clever as be
imagines. Surely he knows that the
Sultan ought to be the last person
to reprimand Kuan Yew for branding Jobor as a crime-infested state.

said to have close business ties.
According to the rumour the
UMNO chap in question here 'jaga

hal bisnes anak Suharto".(looks
after the business interests of
Suharto's offspring).

II&li liM Ml!.lll 1'1\II

It might be pertinent here to point
PoJjtical analysts are fond of comout another inconsistency on the
paring political swings to the penpart of our soulhem politicians.
dulum. Thus, if voters vote one
Shortly after the PAP was returned
way this election and another way
to power on nomination day it<;elf,
the next election, the analysts cry:
Kuan Yew lamented that PAP canit's the pendulum swing! But come
didates who had received walk- In the meantime, Johoreans and, to think of it, the pendulum theory
overs missed out on a baptism of for that matter, Malaysians should may not be as corny as it appears if
fire. He was quoted as saying: not be so sanctimonious. JB (Johor the sexual reputation of Rahim
"When you are running for elec- Baru, the capital of Johor) is defi- Thamby Chik is any judge. His altion yourself, you arc at stake. nitely NOT paradise on earth. leged sexual relationship with the
Then you learn more about the There may not be the degree of car- 15-year-old girl (now 17-year-old)
tricks of the game: rumour-mon- jacking or robbery that Kuan Yew seems to swing like a pendulum.
gering in the coffeeshops, book- described but, definitely, JB leaves One moment it's on and the next,
ies betting against you to influence much to be desired. JB 's red light it's off.
the voters, and all kinds of scare district or more correctly, Batu
stories."
Pahat, is qujte notorious and ac- To take a mad recap ...
cording to one lawyer in Johor, On: the scandal is reported in newsThose famous wise (and last) more than a few Singaporean busi- papers after weeks of a whisper
words would seem to imply that a nessmen keep mistresses in Johor campaign.
contest is not only part of the (surely you didn't think that they Off: PM said so.
democratic process but could be come over just for petrol and sea- On: DAP said so.
beneficial to lhe political experi- food?). It is not for nothing that Off: Rahim's men distributed a
ence of the younger PAP politi- Batu Pahat is sometimes referred
sworn statement from the girl
denying they were ever inticians. Yet, almost anyone who bas to a<; the Haadyai of Malaysia.
mate on the eve of the condared to pose a political challenge
test for the UMNO Youth
to the PAP has suffered - J.B.
Jeyaretnam went bankrupt,
leadership.
On: The girl says so (in court).
Francis Seow is in exile, Chiam
Off: Sworn statements denying
See Tong was brow-beaten at every opportunity, and Tang is in fi- This may be a mere rumour but it
such sexual relations were
distributed outside the court
nancial ruin, living like a fugitive. appears that lhe UMNO mob atthough not by the girl herself.
Really, politicians' words are not tack on the APCET conference
worth the paper lhey are printed may not be purely a cut-and-dried
on, not even when lhe paper is an case of preserving Indonesia-Ma- Going by that pendulum theory, are
affidavit made before a commis- laysianrelations. In fact, the "good we to assume then that the pendusioner of oaths. Newsweek, in an relations" thing may go as far up lum is set to swing to ON again?
article on Pakistan politics de- ~ as one of Suharto's children with But whichever way the pendulum
scribes politicians as "Pakistan's whom a key UMNO member is may swing, most Malaysians do
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not believe Rahim anymore. Poor
Rahim! Money in the bank, fancy
cars in the garage, and a spectacuJar ex-political career, yet, no one
will believe him - except for Dr
Mahathir?

HO'STHE
THDAY BOY??

I environment (yes, some of the

I

how, the outlandish pranks they
used to get up to is forgotten or
embellished into heroic sacrifices
and achievements. For instance, a
Pahang politician was heard waxing lyrical about the socially-aware
youth of the J970s of which he wac;
one. He droned on about how they
were so full of passion because
they were from poor families and
the issues they raised were close to
their hearts. (Yes. another of those
when-1-was-young-I-was-so-poor1-walked-10-miles-to-school-without-shoes homilies!)

claims are rather too much!), taking care of the poor, building lowcost houses. You name it, he has
done it. All these were illustrated
by half a dozen photographs of the
MB in vario us leadership situations. If the unsuspecting reader
had initially thought it was Dr M's
birthday, he would by now be persuaded to think that it was Mat
Taib's birthday.

The Sultan of Selangor turned 75
recently and, as usual, handed out
a whole lot of titles to people. In It is really gross taste to so brazenly
fact, congratulatory messages to promote and praise oneself in conbusinessmen who were conferred nection with the celebration of
titles clogged the pages of news- someone else's birthday.
He implied that students today
papers. But one of the most intercouldn'tcare less or were afraid to
esting advertoriaJs to appear in
raise issues faced by the poor un0 KIDDING!
connection with the Sultan's bilthlike those of his generation who
day was a three-page spread in a
spoke up and held demonstrations.
Malay newspaper.
Everyone is trying to do his or her Cakap tak sempa bikin, this man.
bit to help bring our youths back Imagine what would happen if stuThe first page was a grand list of onto the straight and narrow path. dents were to protest or demondevelopment and social achieve- Malacca's police have proposed strate on issues such as corruption,
ments notched by Selangor. This that its personnel visit schools to squatters or even fee increases in
was followed by an even longer socialise with pupils. The assump- universities. They would be conlist of projectc; to come by 2000. tion is that closer interaction with demned as anti -government
The list ended by declaring that the I the unifonned one will keep the trouble-makers and told to concen2 1st century would see even students out of trouble. The pro- trate on their books. So can we
greater development in the state posal might have been well and blame them if they choose to stay
thanks to the efforts of Dr good had there not been, a few ou t of trouble by becoming
Mahathlr. There was not a men- days later, the sensational news punkers, by hanging out at alcoholand
smoke-fi lied
tion of the Sultan. More scary (for implicating 13 policemen in armed soak ed
Anwar?) is the implication that Dr robbery. A former policeman in cybercafes, or by whiling their
M would still be in charge in the Johor (maybe Lee Kuan Yew is not nights away in karaoke lounges?
completely wrong) who had been
21th century!
convicted of armed ro bbery Is it any wonder then that Dr
If this was in bad taste, the next claimed that his gang comprised 13 Mahathir's plea for role models
whom young Malaysians can look
two pages were worse. Rambling other police officials!
up to sounds like a voice in the
texts extolled the achievements
and dynamism of MB Muhamad Meanwhile, UMNO Youth wants wilderness. A group of policemen
Muhamad Taib. There seemed its members to shun nightclubs and who rob people, a politician who
nothing good in Selangor for karaoke lounges while Wanita walks around with millions of
which he was not responsible - UMNO leader Shahri zat Jalil ringgit in Australia, youth leaders
helping orphans, promoting edu- wants alcohol and cigarettes who behave like Nazi youths, and
cation, attracting investors. ad- banned in cybercafes. It's strange the List goes on.
vancing the cause of the Malays, how quickly some of our leaders
- byNNPadvocating sports, protecting the forget their own wild youth. Some1
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DEVElOPMENT

l ll
Cracks have appeared on nearly 300 bulldlnp following excavation work at tbe proposed Prangln Mall
project site in Penang. Many now wonder lr tbe Imposing 65-storey Komtar tower nearby bas been affected.
Why dido 't the Penang Island Manidpal Coundl take
action against the developer much earlier! KHOO
SALMA NASUTION calls for an investigation Into the
delay and discusses the Issues behind the ftasco.

t

e-watering as a result of
major excavation at the
I
Komtar Phase 4 develop! ment site in Penang has damaged the
surrounding area of Georgetown's
historical centre. Nearly 300 buildings over a half-kilometre radius
have been affected. threatening the
safety of hundreds of people. The
Penang Heritage Trust (PHT) fully
I supports the affected residents in
their demand for better protection
from the government of their safety,
livelihood and property.

I

I
I

The damage to adjacent buildings
caused by earthworks was highlighted when the Cheong Fatt Tzc
Mansion suffered cracks last year
due to piling nearby. Several other
cases such as Hardwtcke and the
Benggali Mosque were also brought }
to the Pcnang Island Municipal
Council's attention. Thus, the Coun- t
cil should have been alert to the potential damage caused by theKomtar
Pba~e 4 development. which is on a
substantially wtder scale and which
is even affecting the Komtar building itself.

I The Council bas a duty to enforce
A/iran Monthly 1997: 17(2) Pagt 22
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the Street, Drainage and Building
Act 1974, Section 70. which requires developers to obtain approval
for earthworks plans and specifications before they can start work. The
Council should also enforce the Pcnang Island (Earthworks) By Laws
1975. which stipulates that
earthworks plans and specifications
should comply with certain codes of
practice and include "precautions to
protect the adjoining lands. buildings. roads and other properties.''

pre-war buildings which have
stood solidly for 50 to 150 years
without any problems. Within this
area
are
many
heritage
shophouses. a mosque and several
Chinese association buildings. To
safeguard Pel)ang's heritage buildings. the authorities not only have
to be aware of the possible impact
of current construction techniques.
but also have to be familiar with
building techniques of the past and
local history.

The Counci I would have been justified in taking action even if only one
building had been damaged. Instead. it waited several months after the tirst cracks were reported.
until more than I 00 buildings were
affected. before issuing the stopwork order. An investigation should
be conducted to determine if the
Council's delay in acting was due
to total incompetence. utter negligence or corruption. (Let us not forget that in the ca~ of the Cheong
Fatt Tze Mansion, the stop-work
order against piling was issued by
the Council only after piling was
completed.)

Most 19th century buildings were
constructed on mangrove piles,
which were sound so long as they
remain immersed in water. De-watering caused by a major excavation would affect the stability of
this foundation.

The Council should now ensure
that current urban development
plans consider the prevalence of
soft soil in most parts of the inner
city by not allowing highrise
buildings. Adequate safeguards
should be included in the building application process to ensure
that construction work will not
cause damage to surrounding
buildings. All approved applications or current work should also
be reviewed and inspected to ensure that such cases of wanton destruction do not recur.

Most of the affected buildings are

Not only do the authorities appear
to be ignorant of the need to consult an independent expert, they
seem to be totally uninformed
about the historical and geographical conditions of their immediate
neighbourhood. The Prangin
Ditch used to be the Prangin Canal, and before that the Prangin
Creek. Long ago, it was called the
Prangin River. Even the street
name "Sungai Ujong" should tell
us that much. The Masjid Titi
Papan recalls a plank bridge that
straddled the canal, while
Carnavon Street, known in
Hokkien as "lAm ChaNa". recalls
the swampy fields.
In fact. the whole of Tanjong sits
on what was once swampy land.
and nowhere is it swampier than
on both sites of the Prangin Ditch.
Thus. existing guidelines on permissible building densities. structures and earthworks should be revised to take account of these conditions. Certain limits - whether
maximum number of storeys or
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plot ratios - need to be set for inner city development. These limits shouJd be spell out in the inner
city Local Plan. not only for heritage reasons but also for structural
and infrastructural reasons.
Despite clear moves by the government to encourage conservation
-the Housing and Local Government Ministry plans to introduce
a Conservation Act; the Town &
Country Planning Act has been
amended to allow the Local Government to provide for heritage
conservation; and the Penang state
government is now considering
more sympathetic guidelines for
the inner city conservation zones
- the Council's failure time and
again to protect Penang's buildings shows its inability or unwillingness to safeguard Penang' s
heritage against the contrary interests of big developers.

RECOPFS.....TIONS
In the light of these issues. and
considering how improperly the
Council has been charging development fees for extra densities. the
PHT calls for a review of the
Councirs development control
policies and procedures to protect
heritage and existing buildings.
The PHT demands a more responsible. accountable and caring local government.
The entire affected area should be
declared an urb!ln rehabilitation zone
and gazetted for an "action area
plan" which is provided for under the
Malaysian Town & Country Planning Act 1976. An appropriate urban rehabilitation body should be
established to address the appalling
urban conditions. Swift and adequate
action should be taken to help the affected residents and business operators. 0

FIRST PERSON ACCOUNT

jiNSPIRING SOLIDARI·rv I
Support from weD-wishers lifted spirits ofA:PCET II detaine~s

When local delegates at APCET ll fODDd themselves
loeked up iD pollee cells, they soon ftl!6sed they wen.
not ·atone;. RAJEN DEVARAJ expresses his gratitude
tor tbe Jteart..warmblg solidarity shown by relatives 8Dd
frieads towards the iDnoceDt detainees.

The last persons to be released thus
spent six days and five nights in the
lock-up. l myself was released on
Tuesday night (12 November) after
spending four days and three nights
in the lock-up.

BRAZEN 1108
I had heard about the conference several weeks ago through the usual
NGO grapevine. I supponed the idea
of the conference because any attempt to do something about the issue of East Timor- an issue so often sidelined - is important.

Suppon from family members, frieniLf, sympathizers and NGO aaivist.v was ,tremendous.

g

total of 59 persons, 20
women and 39 men were
detained by the police on
the afternoon of9 November, 1996
after APCET TT Conference had
been disrupted by an unruly mob.
The men were held at the Tun H S
Lee police station while the women
were held at the Wangsa Maju police station.

On Sunday, 10 November, a magistrate was brought to the police station and all the detainees were given
either 2-day or 4-day remand orders.

All the women were released on the
evening of I0 November. The men
were released in stages, the first few
being released on IONovember. All
except 10 were released by I 3 November.
On 13 November the remaining 10
were taken before a Magistrate
and remanded for an additional
three days. On 14 November, the
lawyers succeeded in setting aside
the extension of the remand order
in the lligb Court and the 10 were
released.
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As the date for the conference grew
nearer, I felt an increasing need to
be present on 9 November in reaction to the kind of statements that
were being made by the Home Affairs Ministry and others in 'government. It appeared that what they were
saying was that there were issues that
should not be discussed - never
mind the fact that it was merely a
conference that w~ being contemplated; never mind the fact that it was
perfectly legal!

T went to the conference on 9 November because 1 feared that something untoward might take place. 1
felt a compelling need to stand together with friends and fellow NGO
activists who had already decided to
go ahead with the conference. I felt
that what was at stake was not merely
the issue of East Timor bm the larger
issue of activist.c; exercising their

rights and taking up issues- peacefully- within the fr.unework ofthe
law.
Tbe conference was held on the
fourth floor of the Asia Hotel.
Shortly after the conference began
at 9.30 am, we beard the shouting
of the mob that bad gathered at the
front of the hotel.
The mob then rushed up four flights
of stair!., broke down the doors of
the conference hall, surrounded the
participams and organizers of the
event - hurling abuse and physically assaulting some of them.
I noted that the mob were extremely
brazen in their attitude as if they had
received some kind of approval
from someone in high authority.
Otherwise they would never have
dared to act so high-handedly.

fee house at the hotel lobby. Bapak
Perincen, several other participants,
Stephanie and Tsat around a table in
the coffee house.
At the lobby we observed four or
five uniformed police personnel
•·guarding" the front door of the hotel. A section of the mob was still
outside the hotel, close to the front
door of the hotel. To us, it appeared
that no attempt was being made to
disperse them. Although the police

the police also searched hotel rooms
forcing all participants and those involved in the conference to return to
the fourth floor. Individuals who had
even returned to their rooms on the
nineth floor were forced back to the
fourth floor by the police. Thus, tt
appears in hindsight that a decision
to arrest everyone bad already been
made long before the actual arrest
was carried out.
The foreign participants were "pro-
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Such mob action would have been
difficult to anticipate. Nevertheless,
conference organizers and participants handled themselves well. By
responding calmly and non-violently l'hey prevented the situation
from becoming overly violent. The
mob, I felt. had t'he capacity for violence- real violence, if we had
given them half a chance. The fact
that no one was seriously injured is
a tribute to the organizers' and the
participants' maturity.

at the front door prevented many
members of the mob from coming
into the lobby, the leaders of the mob
still bad free access. They moved in
and out of the hotel and went up and
down the stairs. Many sat around the
tables in the coffee hoUlie.

cessed" and deported before lunch.
The 59 local participants and journalists were detained. sometime m
the afternoon. after we had supposedly refused an order to disperse!

Much later, the FRU arrived. They
"took over" the area outside the hotel door. They stood in a line with
their shields but did not try to disperse the mob. Several empty police
trucks also arrived.

The Tun H S Lee police station has
a total of 10 cells. The larger ones
are about I0 by 10 feet. Each cell
has a toilet and a tap.

The mob tried to force everyone to
leave the conference hall. Stephanie
and Thad been requested to "mind"
Bapak Perincen, an Indonesian participant We were thus among the
first few to be "escorted" into a lift
and sent to the lobby of the hotel.
Shortly after we left the fourth noor,
uniformed police led by OCPD
Zainal arrived.

After the FRU arrived, uniformed
policemen approached us at our
table in the coffee house. They instructed us to return to the fourth
floor. This we did. After entering the
conference room at the fourth floor.
our movement was restricted. None
of us was allowed to leave. We were
even escorted whenever we wanted
to go to the toilet.

We decided to have a seat in the cof-

1 came to understand that at this time,
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APPALLING
CONDITIONS

That first night (Saturday), the 39
APCETll detainees shared cells with
others who were being remanded for
various reasons. In some cells, there
were up to 12 persons. When a 10
by I0 cell bas more than 9 persons it
is actually quite difficult for everyone to lie down at the same time!
Thus, many of us did not get a good
night's sleep on the first night.
On Sunday and Monday, the
APCET 11 detainees who had not
been released were all placed to-

gether. We no longer had to share
cells with those remanded for
other reasons. 1 understand that
following my release on Tuesday
night, however, the remaining
APCET ll detainees were again
mixed with others on remand.
They spent the remaining period
from Tuesday night till Thursday
night in this situation.
Although each cell had a tap, these
taps ran dry. We bad no running
water from these taps from the moment we entered the lock-upon Saturday till Tuesday afternoon. Water was supplied through a single
hose that was passed from one cell
to the next. Once a day, a particular
cell would have the luxury of keeping the hose for perhaps 30 or 45
minutes, depending on how lucky
its occupants were.
We Ieceived some clothes, a lot of
mineral water and a little food from
relatives and friends during this period. On a sporadic basis, some of
us were allowed family visits on the
fourth day. Sheila and Stephanie
visited me for a few minutes on
Tuesday giving me valuable information of what was taking place outside.
Lock-up conditions were appalling and intolerable. Make no mistake about it. However. it seemed
to me that the APCET ll detainees received better treatment than
others on remand in the same
lock-up in terms of access to lawyers, food. clothing and family
visits.
As I looked at them, I thought they
looked like animals in a cage. If you
treat people like dirl, and deal with
them in an inhumane manner, you
shouldn't expect them to behave like
decent. caring human beings on

their release.

THE AFTERMATH

Wardens in tbelock-uphave [femendous power over those on remand.
The full extent of this power was not
readily revealed in our presence in
the lock-up.

Those of us who were detained are
seeking legal advice on tbe possibility of lodging civil suits against the
police and members of the mob.

HEARTENING
SOLIDARITY

I thank all those who expressed solidarity with those of us who were detained and who helped secure our
early release.

Right from the onset the support
from family members, friends, sympathizers and NGO activists was tremendous. Some had even come to
the Asia Hotel: we caught sight of
them as we were led away to the
police trucks.
From the lock-up, we could clearly
recognize people as they stood outside the police station. The simple
act of seeing people constantly there
and of recognizing faces amongst
those present meant that we never
felt alone.. There were those outside
who even spent the night on the
pavement
It is difficult to fully describe the
feeling of pride. astonishment and
gratitude that I felt when I woke up
early one morning - climbed the
railings -peer out and saw friends
and supporters covered with blankets fast asleep on the cold pavement
outside. Many of those who bad
been released kept on corning back
to the station- it was always wonderful to recognise their faces in the
crowd.

In particular I would like to thank:
* those who wrote letters of protest and made telephone calls
protesting the detention;
* those who came to the police
station and LO the court to express their concern and solidarity;
* those who issued press statements. spoke to the press and
disseminated news of the detention:
* the lawyers who represented us,
helped improve conditions in
the lock-up. helped us receive
food and drinks and who facilitated family \isits:
* those who spt!nt money buying
food. drinks and other provisions:
* those who kept us in their
thoughLS and prayed for us.

Your efforts have been part of the
larger struggle towards the building
of a just and democratic nation.
Thank you.

HID UP PERJUANGANRAKY AT!
As I told the crowd outside upon my
release on Tuesday night, ''Those of
us inside- don't have to he strong
to remain inside day after day - we
simply didn't have a choice in the
matter. Those o[ you who are here
do bave a choice- you chose to come
back day after day - you are strong
and you have been an inspiration to
all of us who were detained."
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AN

APPEAL

.lust RM 10
That•s all we ask of you

A

ALIRAN

needsahome ..........

LIRAN is in urgent need of help.

The constanr shifting ofpremises has been disruptive. II has also inconvenienced
our work.
In the last few years we have shifted several times. We just cannot go on in this
nomadic fashion: it is too taxing.

We need to raise RM150,000 in the next few months to put up a building of ou.r
own.
Help us to obtain a permanent home. Support our work and donate generously.

If you value our role and fee/that our work should go on effectively and
efficiently - help us.

All we ask of you is only RMJO.Jfyou, our readers, were to respond to our call for
help, you would have helped us to solve our problem.
Help us to serve you better: make a contribution.

/.~~
P. Ramakrishnan
President, ALIRAN

Tile 'l"fttlsurcr
Allran Bullding Fund

POBOX1049
10830 PENANG
MALAVstA.

L--------------------------~
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HUMAN RIGHTS

HUMAN RIGHTS
IN MALAYSIA
NGO perspectives on the Malaysian govemment's position

In March 199'7, the Uolted Nations Commission
on Bumaa Rights met in GenevL Alinm, wbkb
is on the roster of the UN's Economic and Social
Council, made avaDable the following memorandum to the delegates at the meeting.

J

==~~~~~~~~~~~~~

was perfectly legal under Malaysian law. The Deputy Home Minister said so when he met a few
of the organiser.. fi ,·e days before
the meeting began. But he appealed to them to cancel the meeting to avoid souring MalaysiaIndonesia ties.

Chaos descended onto APCET II
he Malaysian govern- The Malaysian delegation will no fifteen minutes into its opening.
ment is sending a fairly doubt profess its commitment to Some 400 demonstrators started
high-level delegation to human rights (or at least a cer- shouting from out.side the hotel
the current UN Commission on tain "Asian" view of it). But their where the meetmg was being
Human Rights' session in words wi II count for very little if held. They eventually broke
Geneva. Seemingly, the govem- NGOs and activists continue to down the doors of the meeting
ment considers the human rights be curbed and intimidated in their hall and then terrorised and assaulted some of the delegates.
issue very important. The view daily work.
The rioters warned those present
from the ground in Malaysia,
DISRUPTION OF
thal if they didn · t leave they
however, is quite different, esNQO CONFERENCE
would be carried out.
pecia11y after evenL<; in the last
Such intimidation was obvious
four months.
when the Second Asia Pacific The rioters comprised members
AI iran would like to highlight the Conference on East Timor of the youth wmgs of the ruling
difficulties that activists face. (APCET 11) in Kuala Lumpur parties led by the Unhed Malays
We also wish to clarify some of was disrupted. On 9 November National Organisation (UMNO),
the aspersions that the govern- I 996, some sixty local delegates the dominant party of the Barisan
ment has cast against non-gov- and organisers were arrested. NasionaJ coalition.
ernmental
organisations Forty foreign delegates were deOnly an hour after the rampage
(NGOs). Among other things, ported.
did the police appear on the
NGOs have been variously accused of bad-mouthing the coun- The meeting wa<; a private affair: scene. They arre!>ted seven of the
try, mismanaging funds, and op- held behind closed doors and leaders of the demonstrators for
with attendance by invitation. It repeatedly ignoring orders to disposing development.

g
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perse. But the leaders were a1l
released the same day.

All the delegates at the meeting
(including four Ali ran members)
were, however, arrested without
warning after being given only a
miJlute to disperse. They were
kept amidst degrading conditions in police lock-ups for periods ranging from one to five
nights.
They were later released on bail,
which required them to present
themselves to the police to face
charges later. When they did so,
the police extended their bail by
a few weeks. This happened a
few times, greatly inconveniencing all of them especially those
from out of town.
The Attorney General fmally announced in February 1997 that
no charges would be brought
against them. Quite obviously,
they had broken no Malaysian
law even though the police saw
fit to hold them in custody for
several days.
Four of the UMNO Youth demonstrators were later charged in
court and pleaded guilty to riotous behaviour. They were each
fined RMl,SOO (US$600).
Though the four had pleaded
guilty to rioting, the Youtb leaders who accomp~mied them to
court showed no remorse.
Deputy UMNO Youth leader
Datuk Hishamuddin Hussein
was quoted as saying that the rioters were brave and mature.
They would take similar action

in future if necessary, he said.

It is unbecoming of an aspiring
national leader to so blatantly disregard the constitutional right of
citizens to meet and discuss issues peacefully. Malaysian activists are appalled that Datuk
Hishamuddin is now leading the
Malaysian delegation to the current UN Comntission on Human
Rights' session.
Many observers were suspicious
of the actions of the police on 9
November. Their late arrival allowed the rioters to break up the
meeting. They released within a
couple of hours the few leaders
of the demonstrators who were
detained. In contrast, the foreign
delegates were deported and the
local ones detained for several
days.
The law enforcers' actions
smacked of double standards.
Their actions also created an irresistible inference of connivance, especially when consider-
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ing the earlier warnings by the
Deputy Home Minister to call off
the meeting.

THREAT OF
INDEFINITE DETENTION
Even before the shameful disruption of APCET ll, a coalition of
NGOs bad planned to organise a
forum - which had beeJl perceived as a "people·s tribunal" to discuss specific cases of abuse
of police power. This forum,
scheduled for 15 December 1996,
was to mark Wor1d Human
Rights Day (10 December).
Those who had grievances
against the police were invited
lo attend. The police were also invited to attend and present their
side and to nole cases where police power had been abused.
Naturally, APCET IT-related developments would have been
raised at the forum as another instance of abuse of authority.
On the day before the forum, the

Deputy Home Minister issued a
threat through the media. He
warned that the organisers of the
forum would be arrested under
the Internal Security Act (ISA).
which allows authorised detention without trial and without recourse to the couns for judicial
review. This warning was repeated by the Jnspector General
of Police and the Prime Minis-

ity of public interest groups.
These groups focus on human
rights, women. development priorities, migrant workers, etc.

sues closer to and at home is curiously mute.
This raises the question whether,
like many other governments.
Malaysia will only take a stand
where it is convenient.

Public interest groups that receive foreign funding are depicted as stooges of the West
intent on undermining the gov- Within Malaysia, the harassment
ernment and the ''good name" of of public interest NGOs; the human rights abuses suffered by
the country.
marginal groups; and the intimiter.
The media widely covers these dation of social activists raise
The government continued to ha- unfounded attacks against the doubts over the government's
rangue the NGO organisers for NGOs, giving the impression commitment to human rights. Is
a month, using the press, govern- that they are unpatriotic trouble- the right to free speech and asment-sponsored groups and po- makers. The rebuttals from sembly, for instance. only meant
litical panies. Because of the in- NGOs are rarely carried. Many for activities that toe the governcredible pressure, the organisers of the young are thus deterred ment Une?
were forced to cancellhe forum. from joining social and human
The Malaysian government must
rights groups.
tackle these issues and abolish reHARASSMENT OF NQOa
The authorities' harassment has pressive laws such as the ISA.
The government continues its ti- spread much fear and concern Only then will its stand in interrade against NGOs. They have that the government will go all national forums ha"e credibility.
been accused of mismanaging out to silence public interest Otherwise, th~ Malaysian govfunds and misleading the gov- groups that have been active and ernment can be said to be practising double standards- the same
ernment by not registering as so- critical.
criticism it levels against the
cieties but as companies.
TOWARDS
major Western powers.
A CIVIL SOCIETY?
Government officials raided the
offices of three NGOs in Kuala Malaysia deserves credit for be- The Malaysian government is
Lumpur. Ostensibly, this wa<; be- ing forthright on various issues. striving to create a civil society
cause these groups had been reg- As a fast-developing country, its that will promote accountability
istered as companies rather than leaders know that it can cham- and greater public participation.
societies. (Over the years. some pion South issues with little risk. It is only by upholding human
public interest groups have Indeed, Western governments rights and strengthening democopenly registered themselves as are eager to protect their trade racy that this dream will be reacompanies instead of societies and investment links in the lised. 0
as companies are incorporated booming South-East Asian reA/iran Executive Commillee
much faster. These groups have gion.
13 March 1997
functioned effectively without
incurring the wrath of the gov- The Malaysian government's unEndorsed by:
compromising stand on Palestine
ernment until now.)
Malaysian Human Rights
and Bosnia has won support from
Society (HAKAM)
The authorities' harassment has human rights campaigners. But
Sua.ram
affected the morale and capac- the government's response to isA/iran Momhl) 1997. /7(2 ) Page .W
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brothers. Therefore it was considered
(through no fault of their own) that
they were not as reliable a:-, witnesses
as men.
Twould like to add that these points
have been made without prejudice to
religious belief. and without any extnmeous motive other than to clarify
the truth.

II

Hasan bin Abdullah
Kuala Lumpur

man with up to four wive.<>.

Many thanks for your articles "Behind the Veil" and "Different Context". But one or two main points
could be made that I have not seen
mentioned or written anywhere.
Firstly. it is a fact that the sexes of
human babies born are statistically
more or less equal. although there
is a slight bias in favour of males.
Thus it is clear that if sigillficant
number<; of men marry two. throe
or four wives, many other men will
be unable to find even one wife to
marry.
This is made worse in countries like
Egypt where. because it is now possible to determine the sex of an unborn child, many female infants are
aborted (although this is against the
law - such is the preference for
male offspring).
It should be common sense to most
intelligent people that if the Lord
had intended men to marry more
than one wife, He would have seen
to it that a lot more females were
born than males. to provide each

Secondly, it would seem that the
main justification and hi~torical
cause of patriarchal societies is that
until this century warfare has been a
normal and accepted method of social policy amongst mankind. This
being so, men, because they are the
stronger sex, were obliged to defend
their womenfolk with their lives
against anacl by hostile tribes and
nations. It wa:-, only natural and understandable for them to claim hegemony over their womenfolk.

ll is only in the last one hundred
years, with war becoming unacceptable and abnormal(because it is too
expensive and destructive with modem weaponry) that the argument for
female equality has been rightly
raised, since for the most part men
are no longer making this sacrifice
... so why should they continue to
enjoy the privileges?
Thirdly, with regard to the islamic
practice of requiring two female witnesses to one male. might not the origin of this be that because womeJt
are in physical strengh the weaker
sex. they could be threatened or intimidated by their husbands/fathers/
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Tn April1980 a pamphlet was issued
by the Jabatan Penerangan Malaysia to explain the amendments that
were then being made to the Trade
Unions Ordinance and the Industrial
Relations Act. With regard to Sec.
28 of the Ordinance which bars an
officer of a political party from holding a post in a trade union. the pamphlet said:

The aim of this provmon is clear. A
person will not be able to separate
himse?l totally from Ius political interests in fightinf!. for his union. The
objective ofa trade union is only to
fight for the rights of the workers
whom it represems. Only a true trade
union leader can really fight for the
legitimate rights ofthe workers without ulterior motil·es.
Therefore officers nfpolitical parries
are not allowed to serve in trade
unions.
At o ne glance. th1s explanation
seems to bar all active politicians
(whether at the pinnacle or grass
root~ of a political party), from meddling in trade union affairs, for even
minor but active politicians. as human beings, cannot separate them-

.-----1

----- --- - --

- - - - --

selves from their political ulterior
motives.

branch has fixed the next Bi-annual
General Meeting (BGM) at 9.00am practically excludes the vast majoron 26 May 1997 at a hotel in Pu Iau ity of members from attending beHowever, the Ordinance gives a Langkawi.
cause of the inconvenience of disbroad definition of an office-bearer
ranee and financial constraints.
of a political party as one who holds Two years ago, the last BGM was
any office or position in the politi- also held in Langkawi. Those The last BGM was graced by the
cal party whereby he exercises man- present were about 70 'representa- presence of the General Secretary of
agemem or control of the affairs of tives· hand-picked by the then the NUTP and no doubt this years' s
the political party. This in tum has Kedah branch care-taker committee will also be. This strongly implies
been interpreted by the Trade to attend a three-day seminar paid that the Executive Council of the
Unions Department as meaning that for by the care-taker committee from NUTP approves of the tactic of the
it is the persons holding office at the union funds. Less than l 0 others Kedah branch care-taker colll.liUttee
pinnacle of a political pany, i.e. the who were not atlendees of the semi- in holding a union-paid-for seminar
Presidents, Secreraries General and nar attended the BGM which was for hand-picked members to coinTreasurers of UMNO, MCA. MIC, held on the second day of the semi- cide with the BGM, which is conveDAP and various other political par- nar.
niently held at the same venue - a
ties who cannot hot d office in Trade
remote island that is so incovenient
Unions.
The Kedah branch of the NUTP for the general membership to be at
boasts a membership of aboutS,OOO for a few hours.
By what stretch of the imagination spread throughout the state, with the
can it be said that lower rung offic- biggest concentrations being in Alor In short, this tactic smack.c; of money
ers of political parties are able to Sctar and Sungai Petani. The pur- politics in the NUTP, blatantly pracseparate themselves totally from pose of a BGM, held once in two tised by the incumbent office-beartheir political interests anrl fight years, is to give as many members ers, who are al~o camJidates in the
purely for the unions they have the as possible a chance tO attend and forthcoming election. To add insult
other foot in? By what further participate in the running of the to injury. these incumbents arc constretch of the imagination can it be branch. Why then have the BGM in ducting the election, thus taking addefended that lower rung politicians such an oUL-of-the-way place if not vantage of their positions.
cum trade unionists have no politi- to make it difficult for the general
cal ulterior motives when itic; actu- membership to attend and participate We urge the National Executive
Council of the NUTP to have a bard
ally such persons who have great as was proven two years ago?
look at the morality of the tactics of
political ambitions of climbing the
Nominations for elections were theKedah branch care-taker commitpolitical ladder?
called on l January 1997. As from tee in holding functions with union
lf the amendments were genuinely that day, the branch commillee be- funds during the election period
intended to keep unions free of po- comes a care-taker committee re- which stretches from the day nomilitical interests and the ulterior po- sponsible for the day to day admin- nations are called until the closing
litical motives of pseudo unionists, istration of the branch, such as pay- of balloting.
then obviously a further amendment ing the clerks' salaries and other utilis needed to give effect to that in- ity bills and remiuing subscriptions We also urge the Exco not to close
to the headquarters.
an eye to this nefarious practice
tention.
which effectively prevents the genRavinder Singh Is it not, therefore, a downright abuse eral membership from attending the
Sungai Petani of power for the care-taker branch BGM. We have only one opportucommiltee to use union funds to nity in two years to participate in the
sponsor70 or so handpicked 'repre- affairs of the union- even this is
sentatives' - the quorum for a being denied to us.
•WIF?
BGM is 50 - under the pretext of
The National Union of the Teach- attending a seminar, (or whatever the
Ordinary NUTP Members
jitra
ing Profession (NUTP) Kcdah gathering is called) to enable these

I ..............
- -

--
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The recent mad rush to obtain university admission and matriculation
fonns is not a new phenomenon.
This horrendous siroation occurs
each year without fail. The Education Ministry is already aware of the
circumstnccs surrounding iL but
nothing has been done for several
years now. It's a pity; all our Deputy
Education Minister can !.ay is that
the situation was an "'unfortunate'·
one. A lithe hue and cry, and the numerous articles published in previous years seem not to marrer at all.
What have the studen~ done to be
put through this horrid state of affairs. The current system should be
totally revamped. The selling of
forms should be done through
schools since a more precise number of students wishing to obtain the
forms can be gauged this way, rather
than directing the respective education departments in each state to estimate the number of students wishing to buy the fonns and then selling them through the post offices.
This measure, suggested by Dr Fong
Chan Onn lacks commitment and
forethought. Worse. there has not
been an indication from our Education Minister as to how the situation
can be rectified.
The only logical solution is for
STPM student!) to make their applications through their respective
schools months before their examination. Thus, this will give UPU
ample time to sort things om and to
distribute the forms to the schools.
Hence, the congestion faced when
obtaining the forms from the post
office could be reduced. Despite the
various improvements in ensuring
our education system fits wen into

the government's vision for a better
Malaysia, this ugly phenomenon
only proves that our education process is still in its infancy.

Two .Faces
Kulim
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(CPC) and urged him to review the
Session Court'<; decision.
ln another similar case, a High Court
Judge in Seremban ordered a retrial
of the accused person for committing the same crime as in Malacca.
as he was of the view that the accused might have been told that he
would only be bound over if he
pleaded guilty.

~

We refer to the story published in
the SUN on 16 January entitled
"Salesman bound over for rape
jailed 5 years on review" and would
like to make some comments and
pose a few questions.
According to the story, High Coun
Judge Justice Datuk K C Vohrah
made it ob!.olutely clear that the
lower conn which bound over Tan
HyedYuin for3 years, had no choice
but to impose the minimum 5 years
for those found guilty of statutory
rape as provided for under Section
376 of the Penal Code. The High
Court accordingly sentenced Tan to
5 years jail for raping his underaged
girlfriend.
Vohrah refused to consider the submission made by Tan's counsel that
binding over a starotory rapist under Section 294 of the Criminal Procedure Code was in order. Tn support of his argument, the counsel
cited a precedent in which Malacca
High Coun Judge, Justice Suryadi
Halim Omar refused to review the
binding over order imposed by a
Session Cosurt on 11 men who had
pleaded guilty to statutory rape.
Tt is relevant to mention here that it
was Karpal Singh, one of the most
eminent lawyers. who drew the attention of the Malacca High Coun
Judge to the provision of Section 376
of the Criminal Procedure Code
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ln response to the pressure exerted
by the public, espectally various
women's organisauons. parliament
amended Section 376 thereby increasing the jai I term to 20 years with
a minimum imprisonment of 5 years
for rape. Since then there was no instance where a person found guilty
of rape was sentenced to less than 5
years of jail until the Malacca sessions court decision. binding over II
persons for committing statutory
rape. All of them pleaded guilly before they were sentenced.
Does it mean rhat they were informed in advance that they would
only be bound over if they pleaded
guilty? lf it was so. it indicates an
understanding between tbe judge, the
DPP and the defence counsel.
We therefore would like to pose the
following quesuon-;:
a. ls it in order for the three parties
to reach an understanding especially in the lower courts even
before the trial ~tartS?
b. How could there be a conflict of
opinion between the high court
judges on clearly specified provisions of law'?
c. Where the Penal Code explicitly
provides for minimum sentence,
can a lower court deviate from it
and apply Section 294 of CP~
without obtaining an order from
the highest coon of the country'?

We sincerely hope the ChiefJustice
will kindly clarify these questions
to the public.
Dr A X }ayakumar
MrKGeorge
Ms Sheila Devaraj
Mr Vambarasan
Klang

...........

currec:l
We believe the Attorney General
should also bring to book other demonstrators involved in the incident
a') the four charged were only part
of the 600 persons reported to have
dismprerl the Conference.

He,don Mohamed
President
Malaysian Bar

MH.cui'IOII
ll"'l"'lta'I'IIATOIIS
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The Bar Council welcomes the decision of the Attorney General to
bring to book the principal persons
involved in the disruption of and Suara RakyatMalaysia (SUARAM)
demonstration against the APCET is deeply concerned with the recent
ll Conference last November. His statements and comments published
decision strengthens the principle in the local dailies with regard to
that we cannot condone acts of vio- social ills. They seem to suggest
lence to prevent peaceful expres- more discipline, stringent law ensions of concern. and those who forcement and severe punishment as
break the law or take the law into solutions for these problems. The
their own hands must be brought to victims and their parents were idenjustice.
tified as the main cuJprits contributing to this malaise.
The Council particularly welcomes
the decision that Conference partici- lt must be noted that the rise in sopants have been cleared of any cial ills has a lor to do with the auwrongdoing.lt is the Council's thorities' over-emphasis on material
bumble opinion that it would have development rather than just and
been a travesty of justice if they had equitable social development. While
been charged. The violation of hu- we loudly praise our tallest buildings
man rights everywhere is the con- in the world and lately the Multimecern of all right-thinking persons dia Super Corridor, we have failed
and we must all be able to voice our to address basic issues such as housconcerns and hopes for the protec- ing rights for the poor, compulsory
tion of our rights without threat from and quality education system, afthose in power or fear of mob vio- fordable health care and conducive
lence from those opposed to our working conditions.
views.
Most parenL-; take on double or triple
As a result of the Attorney General's jobs; factories function round the
decision, we urge the Government clock and workers are over-worked.
to consider compensating those who In addition to the rise in the prices of
were detained on the basis of the basic consumer goods, what more can
deprivation of their liberties while we expect from parents who are toilin detention and other losses in- ing under such adverse conditions?
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While policy makers have made it l
possible for factories to exploit its
workforce, little bas been done to improve working conditions. There is
also no law to make the provision of
creche facilities compulsory in workplaces. Most parents work hard to
make ends meet or maintain a
lifestyle promoted by the establisbment.
Today, when these realities become
a problem, parents and victims become the scapegoats.
SUARAM calls for the overhaul of
our priorities to re-address the root
causes of social ills in our society. It
is time to go back to basic needs and
values.
S Arutchelvan
Coordinator
SUARAM

I
The news stories of the
Government's concern about social
iUs plaguing Malaysian youth is both
amusing and troubling. It seems
strange that the Barisan Nasional.
more specifically UMNO, bas taken
such a long time to realise the extent
of the cultural and moral disintegration of the nation's young people.
Yet. can it be said that the warning
signs were not there?
ltis telling that, by the government's
own admission, it is mainly the Malay youths who 'nave succumbed to
delinquency and 'Iepak' (loafing).
These youths have been targeted by
the Mahathir think-tank for development and financial aid. They have
also benefited from a boom in the
middle-class (from which most of
them come from). Why then has this
specific group tipped the other way?

From western countries. we know
that the culture of commercialism
and rapid development has meant a
Joss of values (family and cultural)
and moral endurance. Perhaps, the
very ani tudes and open-mindedness
that has allowed them to develop in
the computer age has also contributed to the loss of some of their values. In Malaysia, this is happening
in ever-increasing dimensions. In
the rush to keep up, we have gained
ten miles in development but a hundred in social decay. What the West
lost in two generations, we are doing so in half a generation.

r

lt is the youth of this new Malaysia
who are most at risk. They have no
choice. They have to adapt and develop to keep up with the rest of the
world. We cannot. therefore, hope
to insti I in them the same respect and
dedication to family and Lradition.
They are outnanked, on one side,
by what they must achieve. and on
the other by the rush to keep pace
with the gtamour of the age they live
in.
Who has created this situation? Who
has ushered it in, in the name of
wawasan (vision) and kemajuan
(progress) for the rakyat (people)?
Who, therefore, has to reflect and
realise the root causes? No one but
the present ruling class. The fact that
this decline is largely seen among
the Malays is no more than a renection of the excessive speed that we
have felt necessary to bring that
community and the rest of Malaysia into the future.
So, what are the solutions? Closing
discos, lecturing parents and endless
official rhetoric are not likely to
work. Ironically enough, it may require us to take a step backwards.
What exactly is wrong about remaining a developing nation? De-

velopment of the nation need not
only be in economics but abo in
culture and values. Could it be that
we are perhaps more developed than
a lot of the western world? Why
don't we let ourselves and our children find out?

Mahathir argued that this was not
only to allow Maju Holdings Sdn
Bhc.L the group now undertaking the
rescue and privatisation ofPerwaja,
to start on a clean slate. but also to
prevent Perwaja' s debts and losses
from accumulating.

Vincent Gnanapragasam
Petaling Jaya

It is of course very easy to write off
billions of ringgit when it is not yours
but the taxpayers' money. When
Bank Bumiputra wa., in trouble a
decade ago a1. a result of the BMF
scandal, Petronas was forced to come
to the rescue. Hardly anything was
recovered from the morass. Now.
Mahathir is talking of writing off
Perwaja's debts. as though he is talking about his own money and not the
people's money.

We poor Malaysians have not bad
any respite from the avalanche of
scandals - particularly financial
scandals - which ~tarted off with the
RM2.5 billion BMF affair in 1983.
Now, before we arc given the report
of some so-called investigation into
the almost RMlO billion Perwaja
Steel (prompts me to ask whether
Perwaja still steals) scandal, we are
overwhelmed with the Mentri Besarcarrying-RM2.4 million-cash-inAustralia scandal, the RM2.7 billion
Telekom-Ericsson scandal. and the
Sabah logging scandal.
Perhaps, considering the many scandals that have plagued us over the
past 14 years, we should change the
nameofourcountryto 'Scandalivia'
and call ourselves 'Scandalivians'?
Any objections from the sycophants,
apologists, and parrots of - or those
trying hard to ingratiate themselves
with - the powers-that-be, through
constant buUering and excuses?
According to the New Straits Times
of January 7, 1997, Prime Minister
Dr Mahathir Mohamad was quoted
as having said that Perwaja Steel Sdn
Bhd's losses might have to be written off. How convenient indeed! Billions of ringgit - money belonging
to the nation and the people - to be
written off just like that.
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The Prime Minister ought to be
ashamed of himself. Whatever happened to the 'Leadership by Example' and 'Clean. Efficient, Trustworthy' strictures he and his government preached to us some years ago?
Has the Anti-Corruption Agency interviewed the Prime Minister about
the Perwaja scandal'! After all, it was
Mahathir who hand-picked Erk Cbia
to run Perwaja. Why is there such a
loud silence?
In the Haobo Steel scandal in
South Korea recently. heads rolled
and the culprits were arrested, but
here nothing happenl>. Can some
of the smart people who of late
have been groarung and moaning
so much about social ills among
the young be kind enough to explain to us the social ills of corruption, cover-ups. hypocrisy, and
the culture of silence among our
adults? Or perhaps our adults, particularly our leaders, are above and
beyond social ills?

Fan Yew Teng
Kuala Lumpur

BEYOND THE RHETORIC

Continued From page 40

But power and money basically think) there is a fee. If you wish
know very little hindrance. The to get facilities, (you think) you
two appear to be the elixir of poli- also have to pay. If you want to
tics. In the folds and crannies of win a case. (you think) there is
social activities , corruption also a fee to it."
gnaws away. In a way, it has become a shady part of life and But the persisting query remains:
many modern societies are What do we do now? Where do
known to have come to accept it we go from here? His recent anas part of life.
nouncement that the ACA would
be given extra powers is encourABHORRENCE
aging.
In this country, the level of corruption is said to be low.lt is one Tt is official thinking that abuse
way of saying that it's there, but of power, nepotism and acceptit's tolerable. Yet, it takes the ing pay-offs are all corrupt pracprime minister to admit that cor- tices. The Prevention of Corruprupt practices are being pursued tjon Act 1961 and the Emergency
by certain leaders and followers (Essential Powers) No. ·22 Ordialike; that Malaysia will not be- nance 1970, though instrumental
come a great nation given the in taking care of some of the milecontinued roles of corrupt lead- stone corruption cases in the
ers; that such leaders must go; country in the past, are still Jackthat a reformation of sorts must ing certain attributes to make
them effective in fighting corruptake place.
tion and money politics. One can
His words in that assembly still almost bear the rebuttal that it is
ring loud and clear. This was not not a problem of law; it is a probthe only time when the PM as lem of policy and implementachief executive of the nation re- tion.
marked graphically about corrupACTION NEEDED
tion. At the advent of the BMF
scandal in the mid-1980s, he de- Whatever, we know that corrupscribed corruption as a "heinous" tion or graft is dangerous to the
scourge.
well-being of a society. That political corruption begets a corrupt
This abhorrence for corruption is system needs no repetition. All
shared by his deputy, Anwar that the PM, his deputy and other
Ibrahim. He was reported as say- leaders have said about political
ing, "What worries us is that we aud nun-political corruption are
may begin to accept this crime as valid.
a fact of life." Anwar even went
further to illustrate that for every But those statements of abhorgovernment tender there is al- rence of corruption, in whatever
ready a pre-supposition of graft: form, must be translated into ac·'If you want a contract, (you tion. It must find its way into the
A/iran McmJh(v /997: 17(2 } Page 37

reformation which the prime minister stressed at the UMNO general assembly. A little delving into
that speech of his is pertinent here.
That memorable speech, punctuated by tears denoting, no doubt,
his utter sadness at the level of
corruption, had many ste!liug
points but three may be singled
out. First, corrupt political practices exis t, and if not checked,
they will destroy the country. Second, corrupt leaders must be rejected. And third, there must be
reformation in respect of certain
present practices.
It is no easy matter for a prime
minister to admit that there is political corruption on his turf. This
extraordinary openness must
serve as a catalyst for a more open
attitude towards change. How
open can we be so that we understand our weaknesses better? Having understood these weaknesses,
how do we remedy them? How do
we go about pursuing this reformation?
These questions are but the few
that come to mind in trying to understand political corruption and
translating that understanding into
action to eradicate corruption whether it is agreed or not that
graft can be totally eradicated. We
should ensure that all systems
work towards combating corruption by introducing reforms suited
to policy needs.

THE REALI.TY
But first, we should accept thereality that corruption is rife. We

know this not only from what we
hear through the political gr-Jpevine, but also through our daily
contacts with society and with
government bureaucracy.

nessed until 1993.

POLITICAL CORRUPTION

Political corruption may share
some similarities with ordinary
corrupt practices. lt may mean the
We should be open enough to act of receiving money or mateadmit that corruption within a rial benefits in exchange for serpolitical hierarchy is as real as vices. For example, a leader in
corruption within the adminis- power may approve certain pertrative and business spheres. mits, land conversion or logging
But corrupt pra.c tices in politics allocation in return for a fee. For
sing a different tunc and smear this sort of transaction. the Jaw
a different kind of dirt that under any of the two instruments
brings about a different kind of referred to earlier is clear.
destruction. And these practices
are not easy to define within the What about the following scepresent legal literature. StilL ex- nario? A wants to be the head of
amples are many and easily dis- a particular branch of his party.
cernible.
Having ample means at his disposal, be begins to garner support
Money politics is nothing new. by distributing cash or material
Leaders shot their warning sal- goods or by administering servoes more than two decades vices that would endear himself
ago. Musa Hitam used to say to the voting me mbers at the
that if money politics is not branch annual meeting.
checked, the party would be
decked by those flushed with As one climbs the party hierarcash but not by those equ ipped chy - the divisional leadership,
with the dedication to serve. the supreme council memberA.liz Shamsuddin, a political ship, the vice presidency and so
secretary of the Prime Minister, on - the stakes become more
having lost a divisional election coveted and thus costlier. In the
a few years ago, decJared that 1993 tussle, for example, there
be was the victim of money were open references to money
being stuffed into envelopes and
politics.
then into the pockets of delMoney politics is the usc of egates occupying various hotels
money or material or services while assistants kept busy
by an individual or a group to checking the increasing lists of
vie for leadership in a political their masters' supporters. This
party. The practice of feeding is corruption pure and simple.
and taking care of would-be The act is as corrupt as when an
voters before a party election individual bribes members of a
has been practised for years board of interviewers to land a
without any reprimand. But the job in the civil service. But this
likes of money politics as re- strain of corruption is yet to be
cently practised was not wit- updated under the anti-corrup-
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tion laws of the land.
Now take scenario two. B, the incumbent divisional leader decides
to maintain his position at the division. He also distributes money,
material and services, trying to
prove how benevolem and caring
he is as a leader. 'Courses' suddenly abound, and to attend them,
busloads of ·course participants'
are ferried to the desired destination. It must be understood of
course that these participants are
prospective voters in the next
party big do.
Up to now, these practices have
been regarded ac; political investment. The PM mentioned free
"courses", free trips, domestic and
abroad, free pcrmitc; and even corpor-dte shares- all paid for by certain promoters. Lately, even allegations of free credit cards to certain ' king-pins' have been raised.

SENSITIVE ISSUES
Of course, the question that is
most difficult to answer is: How
is it that so much money is freely
available? Where does it come
from and who controls the purse
strings? Now, these are very sensitive issues and if not well presented may destrO) the credibility if not the leadership of a good
number of individuals. How frank
can one be in delving into these
'sensitive' questions? But delve
we must if that reformation is to
mean anything for the future.
At the state level, the Mentri Besar
or Chief Minister controls what is
generally understood to be the
party's political coffers into which
all political donations are sup-

posed to be ch~nell~d. Are they,
now? Normally Jts wtthdrawal or
expenditure is subject to the directive of the MB/CM who is also
the chief of the state party liaison
committee. There is no system of
control here. Receipts for donations are seldom issued to preserve anonymity.

r
1

CRACK THE WHIP!

I For now, we can't be sure whether
I those elected on 10 October 1996
. ace totally free from money poli-

I tics. Let us just say that the emo!

tional plea of the prime minister
has hit a raw nerve. Will the delegates abide by that plea in the
next three years? Human as we all
are, it is doubtful that the desired
end result will be achieved.

The political rank-and-file in the
state know that there is a loot to
be shared. They also know which
state has flush funds. Professional There appears to be only one way
political promoters mushroom. within the 'refonnation' that has
Some claim to be able to control been announced. Crack the whip,
so many votes from so many di- get tough and mean business.
visions, and, for specific consid- Implement the law and where
eration, their votes could be had. there is a lacuna - amend it. The
Lists are drawn up. This is sweet I suggestion that political corrupmusic to the ears of aspiring of- tion ~hould be handled within the
fice bearers. Money changes party may be feasible enough to
hands faster than the hand-shakes. an extent. For instance, rulings
could be made to account for all
Most states practice the 'sponsor- political donations; or to ensure a
ship' system when it comes to at- clean and fair election.
tending party conferences in the
federal capital. A delegate rarely But the finality of the law must
spends his own money during take its course. There are things a
such activities. In this way, the political party simplycannotdoin
best hotels in Kuala Lumpur have tenns of investigation, propriety
been patronised by the delegates in evidence handling, fair and acwho, by now, have come to ex- ceptable procedure, sentencing
pect 5-star service.
and a host of other things - even
though it may handle disci p1i nary
This is the scenario that Dr. matters.
Mahathir is aware of. And he
knows the scene gets darker and All political parties must embark
more mind-boggling at each elec- on an on-going campaign. Perhaps
tion season. As he rightly points the insertion of a new provision
out, it is not the leaders that the in the Societies Act 1966 on cordelegates are electing but lhe rupt practices and money politics
money they dish out. In the end, might be helpful. For instance, a
the country will be governed by member of any political party
corrupt demagogues who attach found to be involved in money
a price to everything. In a flash, politics shall be disqualified in all
2020 is in jeopardy.
party elections at all levels.

I

I
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If this is the chosen path. then the
disciplinary committee of the
1
' party concerned must be handled
somewhat differently. The committee ought to be manned by legaily-qualified personnel who do
not have vested interests in the
proceedings. If this cardinal principle is disregarded, then the
whole exercise of conducting the
disciplinary proceedings becomes
quite futile as it cannot escape the
1 possibility of bias. Rule oflaw deman_ds that the proceedings be free
of btas.
!

I

TOTAL ENFORCEMENT
There is a lesson to be learnt
from previous "Keep Clean"
campaigns undertaken by local
governments: The declared campaign to combat littering must be
followed up at the State and District levels. Anti-litter laws must
be enforced indiscriminately and
the rakyat must see the change
on their kaki lima, at the pasar,
downtown, uptown and every
where they go. A keep-clean culture must be imbued and every
time the urge to flick away a
cigarette comes to mind, the fear
that the law will catch up must
be there.
As for political corruption, two elements cannot be bypassed: first,
there must be the political will to
eradicate the scourge; second,
once the modus operandi is
mapped out there must be complete and total enforcement.
A mere plea may work once or
twice. Thereafter, it tends to
deaden the senses the same way
another anti-litter announcement
does. 0

1

Tears filled Dr. Mahathir's eyes at the last UMNO
general assembly when he warned party members to stay clear of mom~y politics. His plea
struck a chord among many UMNO members.
But do we really dare face the reality of political
corruption, asks DR. RAIS YATIM, who looks
beyond the rhetoric.
Anwar : What worrit's us is dtat we may
bl!gin to at·cept thiS crime as a fact uf life.

any of the leaders who
won in the last UMNO
elections in October
1996 must still be wearing crescentic smiles of victory. Those
who lost in the covetous race are
probably still licking their
wounds. But the ever-persisting
echo is Mahathir's speech at the
UMNO general assembly.

litical system of money politics?

Corruption is said to be as old as
man himself. The major scriptures are strewn with many a tale
of corruption. In our times. political pay-offs. intrigue and abuse
of power have been highlighted
in the media and even in judicial
pronouncements. In some Asian
countries, top leaders are reported
The speech now lands on the con- to have fallen from grace in the
science of every responsible Ma- aftermath of judicial inquisitions
laysian. How can we free our po- into their previous acts of corruption,

